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Facing The Copernicus Dilemma In Our
Church Development and Growth
--PREFACE-One of the truly great minds, of all times, was that of Nicolas Copernicus. His story
still affects all that we do, even though he has been gone from this world for several
centuries. His ideas and observation were the start of what could be called the
‘Copernican Revolution’, one of the truly great steps forward in science. It all came
to be formalized in his book on the way that the earth and the sun revolve around in
our universe. It was written in 1543, shortly before his death. Now the point for this
essay is not what he discovered as much as it is how the world treated this man of
science who could prove his point, even though it went against popular perceptions
of some of the church’s positions at the time, and still does to a degree.
Let’s start back a bit in his life. Essentially what got Copernicus into trouble was that
he thought that the earth revolved around the sun, and that the sun did not revolve
around the earth. It was the teachings of the church of that day that the earth was
the centre of the entire universe and that all celestial objects revolved the earth.
Copernicus’ thoughts were corroborated by an Italian scientist of the same day
named Galileo Gallilei. Copernicus’ thoughts were seen as heretical and he died in
disgrace for them.
It started because Copernicus had a hobby. It was astronomy. In life, he was a man
of many pursuits: a Catholic cleric, a physician, a mathematician, a jurist, a governor,
and an economist. He was truly a man of dynamic abilities and training. In his work,
in all of these various fields, he was acceptable to all of the various authorities. It
was just in his hobby that he got into trouble. Copernicus had the audacity to
conclude that the earth was not the very centre of the universe. All of the powers
that were existent at that time, saw his work as changing the accepted world view
and thus upsetting the church’s traditional position on the heavens, and its own
sense of inerrancy. While the church had spoken against him, he had the conviction
to stand up and say that the church and all of her traditions were wrong on this one
point, and that he could even prove it. One did not do that in the very Catholic
Poland of the 1500’s, ….just as one does not do it today in light of the Restoration
Movement’s more hallowed traditions.
The same basic conclusions that Copernicus had come to accept were also made
independently by Galileo. It is really amazing: -both came to the same conclusion, separate from the work of one another, -unable to really even converse with one
another.
The church asked Galileo, there in the Italy, to publically apologize for his
observations on where the earth stood in the universal order of the revolving
heavens. They even went so far as to threaten him with excommunication, if he did
not recant. Galileo recanted; he changed his public statements and publically
accepted what the church told him was right, even though it violated all mathematics.
Copernicus, on the other hand faced the same set of demands, but he did not go

down the same road in far off Poland, as Galileo did in Italy. Copernicus stood by
what he had observed and by what he could prove.
In Copernicus’ case, the news of his theories had reached all the way to Rome.
There was great interest in what he had thought and had said. It seems there was
also great pressure from his fellow clerics to just put it all aside and forget what he
had observed: they were saying, in effect, “don’t upset the apple cart of the shaky
status quo for something as inconvenient as the truth.”
There was great
disagreement between the two opposing parties over what should be concluded: -church and science ended up standing as opponents to one another, science versus
faith, and still do in many ways. The great challenge that Copernicus faced is one
we still face today: HOW TO CHALLENGE THE CHURCH, PRODUCTIVELY, IN
REGARDS TO HER THINKING AND CONSTRUCTED DOCTRINES, WHILE STILL
BEING TRUE TO GOD ABOVE ALL OTHER IDEAS OR POWERS THAT ARE
CURRENTLY ORDAINED AS “ORTHODOX “ TRUTH.
So, that the world of science and the world of the church would disagree on such a
point as the revolution of the heavenly bodies in space, at that time in history, is not
really all that shocking. It was inevitable. The real problem was actually one of
power, with the real question being “Who is in charge here?” It is still a general
problem today. Those in power, in any position of power, do not like being told that
the way they are conducting themselves could be improved, and or that their thinking
is plain old ‘wrong’.. The church, any church, does not like having its long
established ways of thinking challenged, -at all. We like things the way they always
were: it is more comfortable that way. We do not like people upsetting the way
things are. Aaaah, …how Copernicus must have struggled with what to do with his
observations.
But, and that is the real key term here, ‘but’ - but there are things that need to be
challenged, reconsidered, and adjusted from time to time in all groups where mortal
people are found. That was Copernicus’ dilemma. Should he shut up and let the
finding be found again on a better and more accepting day? Should he recant his
position? Should he just forget it all, because it was against the standing perceived
convictions of his day? Was it all just too much trouble to rankle the prevailing
authorities and their convictions? What should he do? What he did do was to stand
solidly behind what he had observed, regardless of what the authorities that were in
power had to say. Truth itself was the ultimate goal in this part of his dilemma, with
he being the ultimate victim of his timing and methodology.
The fundamental point in this story of Copernicus, is that we need not fear standing
up and challenging the way that people are used to going about their thinking. It is in
the voice of dissent that we find the levelling tool to keep everything flowing as it
should, growing in true truth all of the time, balanced before the Lord and before the
world. That was the final lesson of Copernicus’ life. It caused him pain, sorrow, and
the loss of friends, but truth prevailed after the flames of conflict burned out.
Nicolas Copernicus died on 24 May, 1543, in Frombork, Poland. He had been in a
coma for some time. He awoke from that coma, had his new book placed in his
hand and died, knowing that his theories were published. He was right, and he had
not compromised the truth.

I take great courage from the fact that in the life of this great thinker, lies the soul of
how we should be ourselves: committed to God above all else, willing to see with
open eyes, to question the conventional, and willing to accept the truth,
unconditionally, regardless of our biases. He was, and we should be, devoted to that
which is actually true. We are called to be warrior-voices for truth and not closetdisciples. If more of this world had that sort of faith in what is obviously true, we
would easily pass through the days of the heretics and their “...-isms” that oppose us.
The point is this, “The truth, without any form of compromise, is the only way to truly
live as God wants us to live ”. God is in all true truth, being ever true to Himself. In
all of the matters of faith today, then, take courage; let the true-truth of God sound
out loudly, in your congregation in your heart, and in the markets around us. Always
listen, and always consider the theoretical, but then stand with whatever the truetruth is, even if it is not the popular or traditional way to go. Reach beyond the
traditional answers and their relativity, and find the singularity of truth. God will
reward those who stand for His truth against the religious concoctions of this world
and the philosophies that are off-chuted from that parent stem or idea.
In a church setting, much like what so many leaders find themselves today, we are
confronted by a postmodern concept of relative truth where everyone is claiming
their right to think and be themselves by shutting off the voices of truth that oppose
some of the current sacred cows of modern society.
One of the most used
arguments against the boundaries of truth versus error is that of the “no judgement”
scenario. We will look at this conflict through the perspectives of several letters to
the church.

Chapter One:

THE YIRAH PROTOCOL

The idea of ‘fearing the Lord’, is one that most Christians are aware of, to a varying
degree of understanding. Most people in the various churches have the idea of a
giant, all seeing eye, that watches over every action of mankind, waiting all the while
to put a mark down against the one observed. This vision of God, the ‘traffic-copin-the-bushes’, is one of the major obstacles, currently, to the advancement of the
faith. It is the father of all conservative and fundamental thought, in my opinion.
Should this be our governing thought in the current world? This is a very good
question, if you have ever stopped to think about it.
We shall examine, first, the functional idea of our ‘fearing God’, and then look some
of the major points of conflict that arises out of that vision of God, the one which we
all tend to carry in the back of our minds, with us, every day, everywhere we go.
These will go from the defensive position of “You cannot judge me”, to one of the
role of my will versus the word of God, and thus our conflict with some of the longstanding traditions of history.
So, where do we begin? For me, the logical place to start is with the biblical text
and its statements on this whole topic.

First: In the initial encounter between the creature (man) and the creator (God), a
relationship was defined very clearly. Mankind was to be under the authority of God,
regardless of what man wanted or even that which made man feel good. God was
in charge. There was to be no arguments on this question. That was the simply
way it was. Mankind did have a degree of dominion over all things under him, the
plants and the animals, but man was going to have to obey what God said, for God
was supreme. Mankind was not then, nor is he today, God. This is the great
forgotten fact in our world today.
God told the very first man, “You can eat from every tree in the garden, but not the
one in the middle of the garden.” [Genesis 3:1-4 NASV] That is the portrait of God
that Genesis intended to make to all of mankind, in every age and epoch, from the
beginning until now.
Second: God has continually stressed the fact of man’s subordination to Himself
and to His defined will. We only need to read Deuteronomy 6:13 and Deuteronomy
10:20 to see that this is so.
It was never repealed. Jesus even upheld this
fundamental and controlling idea of fearing God within the New Testament
perspective, as is recorded in Luke 4:8.
We next need to look at the Hebrew term which stands as the standard pattern for
this relationship based on fear. The Hebrew term for ‘fear’ is ‘yirah’. It means
several things, all of which are incorporated into one single action. To begin with,
the word does mean ‘fear’ as in the quaking of the knees sort of fear one
experiences at the recognition of impending doom.
This sense of an almighty judge and the potential of his displeasure is not the end of
our thinking, however.
It is there and it is incorporated into the whole, very
substantially. “God say what He means and means what he says”, as the old adage
goes. It is true. But, even more significant is the idea that what God has said is
always instructive to the creature, man.
Man must be very careful to try and do what God has said.
We can put this in a more positive light, as the Hebrew does do, by saying that Man
is to ‘synch’ his life with that of God’s revealed will, a will that is open for all to see
equally and which does not have a multitude of interpretations, thus making it
universally understandable. If a person seeks to synch his / her life with God’s will,
then a state of harmony will exist that is total and joyous between the creator and the
creature, just as Genesis 3 describes. Fear is both, then, a negative and control
oriented sound concept and a very positive one as well when all of the various parts
are in harmony.
To go one step deeper into this general idea of functional harmony, if one were to
tune a guitar, the strings would vibrate in such a manner as to produce a harmonious
chord, if the instrument were actually ‘in-tune’. If we have listened for a very long
time to that which is not totally harmonious, we will need to investigate methods by
which our ears are functionally retrained, because poor harmonics, if listened to long
enough become the norm and the true norm thn becomes ‘odd sounding’.

In the music world, this pursuit of pure and true harmonics is crucial, -even in rap
and jazz. In the spiritual world, our whole harmonious resonance, to that base line
of God’s will, is also crucial. But this time it is crucial not only to our interpersonal
relationships and our joys in daily life, but now it is crucial to our eternal salvation
itself, making it doubly significant.
The world may be able bear an ‘out of tune symphony’, but my soul with still have to
answer to God the Almighty for the harmonics produced, just as Cains did there in
the opening of Genesis. We will not be able to fool God with our cleaver and good
natured excuses, just, again, as Cain was not able to fool God with his sarcasm
about being his brother’s keeper. [Genesis is not there in the bible’s opening pages
just to record a neat little story which we we can quickly teach in a bible school
setting. It is there to condition every one’s mind to the fact that ‘God is God’, the
Supreme Authority and thus the Final Arbitrator.
In summing up this very brief word study, we are able to say legitimately that the
strings of the guitar we play for entertainment, and the lives we live for Godly
approval, must be in perfect harmony, one with the other strings in the quartet of
God, Jesus, The Holy Spirit, and ‘me’. Entertainment will never equal spirituality,
and spirituality will never entertain anyone.
Spirituality is giving to God the
subservience that always elevates Him to the top rung, while I play ‘second fiddle’.
This is a very lost concept within the teachings of many / most protestant and
catholic groups today.
The ‘self’ is the base line and not ‘God’s proscribed will’.
We will have opportunity to examine this more in the things yet to come.
This is the easy part of our opening case. The following stage is the philosophical
one and the application one must make to some of our own interpretations and nonharmonious preaching’s.
This where it can get very personal and very hard,
particularly if we are one of those touched directly by illustrative examples we shall
use to explore this ‘yirah’ protocol of realistic harmony step farther. [All things have
a philosophy behind them.
The trick is not to get taken captive in false or
misleading philosophy and the hidden agendas of men.]
We shall look in the coming pages at two specific areas where the pursuit of ‘yirah’
can possibly challenge us today: the defensive line of argument that says “you
cannot judge me”, and the arena of ‘esoteric spiritism’ where we fight the conflict
between personal will worship and historical traditions, over music. What chords will
tie us to the cord of submission to God and His will most securely.

CHAPTER TWO --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“YOU CAN’T JUDGE ME!”, --Or So You Claim
(“ONE MAN’S STORY OF HIS BATTLE FOR THE TRUE CHURCH IN THIS POST MODERNIST WORLD”)

Dear Church, I have had to face some very real challenges in all of their various
aspects for a very long time now. I am writing these words to share with those who
are going through the same set of confrontations, letting you all know of my
frustrations and my responses. The responses to these challenges, which comprise
the majority of these next few letters and essays are the way it seems to best answer
them, for myself.
I pray that you will consider them and look at the underlying
problems that come when we adopt the philosophes and empty deceptions of me, of
which Paul counseled us all to avoid, in Colossians 2:8. The philosophies that speak
today are from the far right and the far left, leaving us all in a state of confusion
because of the tenets of the faith that our parents and heroes shared with us, so long
ago. Were all of those tenets and ideas correct? …or have we just felt it necessary
to let the past’s mindsets to rule this day, without every checking it all out. This is
where I hope to help us in our journey towards a common faith, with common answers
for the common man. It will take work and some serious soul searching just as
Copernicus had to do in his day. Our conclusions may lead us right back to where we
started, or they may challenge us very seriously. Are you ready to start this ‘journey’?
Well, off we go…
There are lots of defensive measures that people take when they feel threatened.
One of the most common that is used to misdirect the confrontation is to take “the high
road”, that simple, assertion that usually ends with someone saying, ‘…you can’t
judge me! … -just who do you think you are, anyway?’ Most people will find this
defense very confronting and they will back off, quite naturally. “It all sounds just so
righteous and high. But, is this assertion that that says that ‘no one can judge another’
really based on anything that is even closely called true, or biblical? This is the
question that I am writing about first in this essay.
In the beginning, there is always ‘sweet goodness’ everywhere. Then that good
sweetness goes sour, in every movement. Why? It simply gets messed up, used up,
and then thrown up to a professional few to save the movement. ….and it is not just in
one thing that it all goes sour, but it is now in several different things, coming together
at the same time that overloads the system, turning sweetness into scathing sourness
and the digging in for an extended period of trench warfare between allies
Nobody
knows what to do, and we, well we become so confused that we sit just down, in
frustration, and go to spiritual sleep. “Let them all fight over all these words, ideas,
and methods of presentation; I am tired of all of the speeches and grumblings and I
just want some peace…so let me alone. I’m going to sleep for a while.”
This
becomes the motto of a national, un-intended, grass-roots movement, across all of
Christendom in very short order. Lethargy sets in and the energy of growth slips away
in the supine slumber of its once mighty work force. No new ideas now means that
there is now no going out and no new energy coming in. And thus with the coming of
the ‘no going out’ mindset, we start the cowering in those pre-dug trenches. …..World
war one all over again, spiritually speaking, but just as static and just useless. [In
World War One, the greatest enemy one had was in the static bound leadership of
your own sides generals that kept on doing the same thing, using up the vitality of the
army in the same old way for no gain at all.]

So let return to our course. Are there some ideas that need to be examined? Well,
yes there are. We do have some ideas on what to do., but an idea unemployed is an
answer rejected because it just may challenge the all-seeing status quo.
The most significant problem is, is that all of the little problems that come with every
group are just swept under the rug, hoping that with time, we will figure it all out: so,
‘out of sight, out of mind, and we keep sweeping away’ --these little things under the
rug become like an iceberg, ever growing, ever more dangerous. But just as one
sweep under the rug leads to another, and that leads to two sweeps under the rug,
and finally it leads to that eventually very lumpy rug scenario that trips us all up. There
comes a time when we have to get the vacuum out and do some real cleaning.
But, and that is the best word to start this off, “-But-” at the time of the occurrence of
all those little incidents that we swept under the rug, we just saw them all as
unfortunate “incidents” and not as long term problems, -problems that persisted long
after we thought they were behind us. Yes, as a brotherhood, we have swept things
under the rug, and yes, we have tried to minimize the hurts that resulted at that time,
we even tried all sorts of new ideas, and we prayed, -oh did we pray………… but the
damage done was still just that,
-damage…..and it was not undone in
people’s minds. It affected us all for the long term, and it is still affecting us, just like
living only off of your great past victories is a breeding ground for all your future
defeats, so is wallowing in the mud of your greatest hurts. We need to stop and get
things out from under the rug and do some ‘cleaning up’, just like King Josiah did in
the Old Testament. And just like Josiah, we too need to clean out from under the rugs,
the thinking of the past and the accumulative grime that has built up over the
intervening years.
So, even though we waddled on, fear derived from our most recent stumbles and falls
still controlled things, and thus we let others take on all of the responsibilities and then
we sat back and watched, and grumbled underneath our breath, just to try and get the
bad tastes of all the sourness that was building up, out of our spiritual system. While
we let everyone know we were unhappy, by both our silence and our ‘closed door
grumblings’, we were really saying all the time that we were now unwilling to do
anything but sulk, scurry and salt the ground with our meager attendance, our absence
of action, our avoidance of responsibility, and our bitter tastes. Thus, the rug got lumpy
and the movement got cold.
Cold coffee and lumpy rugs became the breeding
grounds for more of the same old problems, methods and results.
It is still true that a dying congregation must have been dying
for at least thirty years and that through at least two
successive tiers of bad and listless leadership.
The message of our discontent became our principle voice, the un-preached,
message that we lived. (The old adage that says, “One wrong preacher, sours the
church for 30 years”, is somewhat true, even if it does not come from the present pulpit
evangelist. One really bad catastrophe, one bad set of conflicts, one bad leader, or
one bad preacher, can seal off a whole vein of opportunity from every being
discovered. I suppose you could say that this is all a rather obvious truth, but it is still
a true truth, and we need to deal with it, at is roots.

What we can see from the exact history of the church in Asia Minor, is that the conflict
between all of the pompous do-gooders of the west-ward expansion of the first century
church, came together in the earliest council of the church. The result was so
calamitous that is soured the heart of one of the great congregations of the first 500
years of the Churches history, Edessa. Because of Edessa’s heart for God and that
particular difficult souring of their heart, they left the general way of the church and
went their own way. This is one of the reasons why the church in Edessa set up their
school of “practical preaching” and began to advance towards the east rather than the
west. This is all recorded in the general layout of the book The Origins and
Emergence of the Church in Edessa during the First Two Centuries A.D.,
by L. W. Barnard Today, in the modern Church of Christ we do not even know of
their efforts in the largest of parts. ‘Rome’ dominates our thinking, our teaching and
our methodologies. (…You want an eye opener? Then go ask the fellas who carved
that thing called the “Nestorian Stone”, that stone that is still over there in China, about
their concept of Christianity, or ask the Mongol tribes, notably the Khereid, Naiman,
Merkit, and Ongud tribes, under that great Khan, Genghis Khan, who converted to the
Christian faith, in large numbers , as they rode along-side of that great man on his
conquests all the way back west to Bagdad, co-existing in the process with the
shamanistic religions that they were trying to convert to Nestorian Christianity. You
can find this in Wikipedia as a start, of all places.
Yes, -- go ask the Christians who were reported as being saved in the siege of Bagdad
by those Mongols, because they were ‘Christian’s and therefore brothers to the great
Mongol generals under the Khan, ---go ask the grandson of that Khan, a man named
Mongke, the man who made Christianity the dominate the realms of ‘faith’ in the whole
of the Mongolian-Chinese area of influence in their day!!
…Sadly most of us don’t even know of these people, or of their accomplishments for
The Faith, a faith that may differ a bit from us today, but one that was still built around
“Gesui, the Master, The Son”, which they knew and understood to be the only
begotten “Son of God” who came to save all the ‘lost’ who would convert.
I am afraid that we do not even really care. We only know of the western expansions
and the associated histories of that part of the Christian story and thus we come away
with a very biased view of the whole History of the Church, one maintained today by
‘Roman perspectives’ and “Romanish principles”. It is to these perspectives and
principles that we have learned to look at first and second and third tilt: --to those who
hold to the primacy of the Roman history of things, ecclesiastically, even today, ---to
those who want to promote the superiority of the western views and keep a lid on all
possible trouble spots, -spots that might affect the cherished histories once learned,
never to be revisited or challenged.)
In hindsight, it is easy to see that keeping the “lid on things”, just led, historically
speaking, to a more secure breeding ground for people’s fears and disagreements and
singularity of vision, and they paved the way for departure after departure, -all of them
leaving to go to groups that were really even more strange at times, but who were very
good at making everyone feel welcome and happy at the start, regardless of the
strictures of ‘doctrinal faith’. No one seems to care so much about doctrine when they
are feeling disenfranchised and alone.

I am still amazed at the fact that Judaism grew so much in number during the first
century to third century time slot among the gentiles, and so did all of the Greek
mystery religions (!!!), -like the Gnostics for an example. All of that growth was done
out of the disgruntled former Christians who left the ‘Christian family path’ at that time
for something more to their liking and their own sense of ‘self-realization’ and ‘selfgratification’ and for the more rigid set of ‘rules’ with a more elastic set of experiences
to confirm their choices. I can hear them saying, just like today, ‘Well if it gives us
some peace and some family, then doctrine is just doctrine, and I will take
relationships and caring: thank you very much.’
Under such a mindset, those religions, to which they fled, grew as fast as the Church
actually did at that time, but very much under ‘our popular radar’, so to speak. How
can that be? What have our teachers been teaching us?......’Pollyanna-Christianity’,-or the ‘Church of Disneyland Realized’ ?? ‘Restorationalism, perhaps?’
….. How, in light of all the historical perspectives that we can visit, can people today,
primarily among the perennially disgruntled, then say to us when we disagree with
them, ‘How can you even think of judging me? You can’t judge me (!!!).’ - is that what
Jesus actually said?” They too want great relationship with everyone, and so realistic
doctrine becomes a natural casualty of this inner conflict between a ‘non-judgemental’
world view and a love of all regardless of doctrinal stance’, but which is an isolated
freedom to invent their own religion, regardless of what the scriptures say about
anything. The statement about ‘no-judgement’ becomes a rejection of the supremacy
of Jesus as Lord as surely as the holiness reject Jesus in favour of the Holy Spirit’s
ascendancy to that of supreme sovereign.
Look at the history when we did not ask the hard questions and put people up before
us all to examine how they have handled their own personal responsibilities. It is
these people in the first two centuries who left silently, without saying much at all, if
they said anything at all to anyone, and went back quietly to Judaism or the mystery
religions, -or possible back to simple paganism. They were not the only one to do so.
Think of those who followed the dissident movements of their day, and in their disgust
went out into the deserts to become hermits and mystics, wanting, I suspect, to just do
their own thing, free from obligation and all external control and observation.
What should we conclude? Well, first, what we need to see in what is happening
today is that this simply not a new phenomenon: It is the history we never have
learned from, and seldom have even ever read. It has all happened before. The
‘insult’ of leaving is a souring thing, but then, to cap that insult all off by trying to claim
the moral high ground, when queried over their decisions to leave, by saying, “ -Jesus said “You can’t judge me!”
How can they do that? How? But these neopagans do just that, and we go back to seeing all of problems as being theirs in origin.
It is sad that we do not have a method of answering the vexing questions, after all
these years that is not controlled by some political form or another.
Well, to be honest, and we certainly do not to say this too loudly in public. –but we too
are even tempted to use that argument when it suits us in our day, ---even in this day.
So, today, when people begin leaving the church for those “destinationsdenominational”, rarely is anything actually said, and when we leave, we want to do so
without any rancorous questions being asked either. They just spoke with their feet,

and defend themselves with the great, eastern defined, offensive weapon of “…no can
judgey me, cowboy!”
But now, I ask you, “Did Jesus really say that, “do not judge anyone” -as they use it? –
Did He say that ‘you can not judge at all? … Did He really? ….. Did He actually say
that, specifically? –in a ‘full on’, ‘blanket’, type of an all governing statement? Did He
actual say, “No one can, nor should, ever judge another person, ever.”? -- Or do I just
want Jesus to have said that so “I” can protect “me” from my own self-incriminations
and the lies of my own self-built fantasies as I walk towards the doors in the back of
the church building because of the hollowness I feel in my own worship experience at
‘home’ and at church as well? Oh, the limits we will go to, to justify our own careless
stupidity, and our own cowardice ---- even to the reverting to super bad reading skills,
in a self protectionistically speaking manner. Why has the church always gloried in
stupidity? Why have “I stopped helping and just become another victim” Why…… ?
Oh I am quite aware of Jesus’ statement, that one which Matthew told us about, the
one which is so often use in reverse. It was over in Matthews’s letter, chapter 7: and
verse one. It was a great statement, and I have no doubt that Jesus said, “Do not
judge!” in it. But, and this is where it gets tricky and confusing, but He did so in a very
pointed context, that said, “Do not judge lest you be judged, - in the same manner.”
As we can recall, He went on to make the point that before we get too far into the
whole “judgey-judgey-judgey” thing, going off sweeping every other groups doorstep,
we first have to make sure that our own door step is in very good order, to make sure
of our product as a serving servant, -as opposed to an observing quasi-servant,
superior judge, is fresh and real. Have we done that, recently? –honestly?
What this means to me, is not the iconic, super statement, “...do not ever judge, everever-ever…”, -but rather it is saying to be real careful and take care of your own
situation first, otherwise you run the risk of ending up looking like a hypocrite because
you got caught by your own quick-harsh words, uttered before you reached that door
that leads directly into your own house of “sour lemon-essence”. Nobody looks as
foolish as a rider who has just been thrown because of a loose cinch, nor a cook who
brings a plate of salmonella flavored greens to a picnic, only to be discovered by sister
Nosa-Leigh Spoutsoff-Alot and her elderly sister-in-law, Aunty Eunice Vinaigrette,
when they are in one of their a ‘verbal moods’…. –you know, the one that starts off by
saying, “Now I am just saying… …and such is the case with all those beets and
Swiss chards recipes
----Whoops, just may have been doing the same thing
myself…
The great problem with judging is that most of it comes from the guys up in the
cheap seats, those who never do anything down on the floor, nothing that really
spreads the family’s love around, -those who are too busy working, on their own
projects, making their own hay while the sun shines, those who do not put their faith
at risk in the here and now, even though they may have done so once. Most of
these kinds of “judges” are hard on the family in good times and in bad. Thankfully,
there are actually only a few of them, -but then one sour lemon…., as we all know, if
it is squeezed enough, and hard enough, can do the job on a very big scale, those
that never put their faith at risk-----, but only sit back and criticize.

I am often reminded now, in my old age, that in Jesus’ story of the ten talents, the
only one who actually acted in the ‘culturally lawfully and correct manner’ was the
‘dude’ who did not put his trust at high risk, as per the then current conservative
dictum, -the guy with the one talent who went and hid it in the dirt, and then it was
‘he’, the outwardly virtuous, law abiding one, it is he who is the one whom Jesus
eventually condemned.
That guy was legally right, but he was also lazy, and
fearfully defined: --thus he stood condemned… and rightly so.
He hid behind his
legalism and small minded thinking, uttering his defensive mantra, “you can not
judge me”.
Stop and think for a minute, of all of those who have complained about the church
not growing, how many have put their own door step in order, how many have
checked their own saddle’s chinch, ---how many have just made a salad out of old
spoilt lemons and brought it all to church to get it fixed by someone else, without
their every having done a thing? Those who ‘reverse-judge’ the church, those who
never do any evangelism, maybe a bit of gardening at the building, and that just ever
now and then, but who never any do real evangelism themselves: ---they are
contributing to the fall of the church by being ‘right and oh so very up-standing, but
who are in all other perspectives, wet wood being thrown on a smoldering fire, and
thus the rancorous reason behind the abundance of all of the smoke in the
sanctuary. They need someone to tell them to do some growing up, and to do so
now! To go out and take on some responsibilities and carry them past the moments
of hardship and difficulties. Such is a universal responsibility of every Christian
{…There is no real difference between ‘pretend work’, ‘busy work’, and just plain old
‘out right laziness’ or ‘slothfulness’, or constant diatribing, quasi philosophising.}
AN ASIDE: Why is it that those who “can’t”, and those who” won’t”,
- go on and teach? ….that really amazes me. …They want to start
schools and create an ever more elite group of white collar
‘professors’ who tell one or two others to go out there and “go get
’em”, but they sit at home in their ivory towers, behind tons of
books and book cases and never ever even look at their own salad
bowl, or tighten their own cinch, or even get a fingernail dirty
…..can’t we call these types of people “educational hypocrites and
neo-antichrists?” Ouch, that can smart when you stop and think
about it. …-but then it just goes to show that you can’t make
education and the elitism of social position, the new saviour, ever.
To think in that manner, is to advocate an eastern social policy and
it is just not ‘Christian’, -quasi-Buddhist, maybe, but not Christian.
You may have just gone too far this time, Marvin, with that these last two statement,
‘ole-boy’. Somebody might be offended. [Why are they offended? Because it is
true, maybe?]
Well, why can’t I observe that which is true and patently obvious, and do so in a public
forum, are we so afraid of offending that we will bow to Satan when he passes by?
Ask Justin Martyr and his students on the beheading floor in Rome that question.
–So, why can’t I say something about why the church is dying in so many-many
places, -why can’t I say this as I am going out again today, broom in hand, to do some

sweeping of my own doorstep, going out to go work so as to fix this dying church in the
country here, where I am at, a church that is dying once again as it has every time it
has lost its evangelistic steam and developed a mentality of ‘professionalresponsibility-that-supersedes-all-personal-responsibility-in-the-mission-God-gave-allof-us, and or a replacing of Jesus based Christianity with ‘Conservative first
philosophy’?
That type of thinking that says so little. That is what stifles the work of all good
preachers: it is cruel and just plain stupid, but it is very common. Now as I see it, this
which I am trying to write about, is just common sense, positive critiques to help us all
to lift our game out of the realm of legalistic formulas and to then see the real point in
Jesus’ statement on judging. Look to yourself first, and get you as right as possible,
and the go out and say what really needs to be said.
That is the message of
Matthew 7.
-So, obviously, I think that we can make that particular case from Matthew 7’s plain
recording of Jesus statement, in at least, one way or two …..I think, -I just think, I
might have the responsibility to do the kind of ‘judging’ that Jesus spoke of in so many
places and to direct it where it needs to go, sweeping my own doorstep first...
(I sometimes wonder if we really should set aside “the
Roman Imperial Court” mentality where the preacher is seen
as an employee of the eldership and the general duty
‘workman’ of the congregation, doing the vast majority, if not
all, of the evangelism work? Now to change that perspective
that permeates so many places, would require a major break
with our Catholic past and our conservative present. And
lest I am to be misunderstood, let me say that I firmly believe
that the preacher needs to be out with the lost, most of the
day, just like the rest of us, doing something to further the
kingdom: speaking good words for Jesus. There is simply
no difference between the evangelist, the preacher, and the
teacher. They are a triple pointed statement of the same
job, using different terms to get the people out sharing the
message.
Point:
The preacher was never intended to be the
employee of the congregation, but a specialist, like a
cardiologist is a specialist and yet a doctor at the same time.
All of us have responsibilities to perform and we will all be
held accountable for how we do them…..somebody is
always watching, besides God, Jesus, and The Holy Spirit.
Oh, and so we are really clear, the preacher is not different
from the evangelist in all things, just a different word for
different cultures that might find offense with one or the
other!
Who have you prayed for today that they might come to
Jesus? As a simple question, that will never sound like a
judgmental attitude, if it weren’t for the guilt that just might be

attached to the answer that I give and the one that I wish I
could give. I went and spoke to_________ about Jesus. I
did not lay on my couch and dream of beig greater than I
actually am.
[It is surprising how common place that
position actually is ……. Same creases, same couch and the
same slothful attitude and denial of the absolute sovereignty
of Gos.
It hurts when people say, “…But I am old -and I am on a fixed income, -to boot!...”
That is truly an understandable situation given our current ways of thinking about
age and income, -but it is not a true defense to lay before the Lord to ameliorate my
lack of doing something. Just try and sell that load of spoilt lemons to Moses in the
dessert. He was 80, without a car, telephone, computer, or even a pad of writing
paper, without a social security check to live on, and all of this coupled to a
squawking mob of old goats, gathering all around him, all day long: bleating,
bleating, bleating, -to coin a phrase. It was “bleating awful”
---And then knowing that in spite of all this set of problems, He may just have to once
again go out and pick up some snakes, and maybe hunt for more water for that
whole mob to drink, or gather up a day’s ration of manna..
Then think about it, -what if he breaks his staff? How are they going to get any
water then? Where would he be without his faith in God to provide, His boldness for
God to serve, even when it seems impossible, and his dedication to the whole
ministry that God gave him, to keep on walking at 78 years of age, at 79, at 80?
……go ask about that little crossing of the Red Sea done at age 40 when he should
have been working on his retirement. Or ask him about why his kids did not get to
see their grandparents often enough? -possible good reasons or impossible one to
insulate me from more prying eyes?
How would you feel? What would you really do?
---please set aside all of the
romanticism we use to hide behind, to hide everything, even from ourselves. What
would Moses really and truly say to us if we offered up some of these defensive
arguments for the inactivity that we tend to offer up as an excuse? And you think
you got it bad when someone would dare to tell the church, to ‘Come on! We have
got to play a better game’…. Oh my word, what would Moses say? Some of our
leaders may really need to take this to heart.
And if you wanted even further confirmation of this type of logic, what about Gideon,
that greatest of all introverts, who was scared of his own shadow, who had to even
hide just to winnow his own wheat, for some reason, who was told to go and face
120,000 Midianite men-of-war, with only 300 wierdo’s who were willing to go into
actual battle without any swords, spears, shields, or photojournalists to take their
pictures, and who were willing to go armed with nothing more than candles, pitchers,
and trumpets? That just does not sound all that sensible to me. --Besides, with
such a bunch of “wierdo’s” willing to go into a fracas in this way, could you ever trust
them? -Militarily, morally, neighborly?
And you elders among us, how have you trained the
congregation to all get together and break their pitchers

at the same time, sound the trumpets for ‘advance’?
…or did you just have bible study, after bible study,
covering all of the esoteric topics twelve times over to
insure ‘perfection’. Stop doing the work of an CEO, and
get back to training the congregation to be a voice for
Jesus! [Are Ph.D’s in pulpits nothing more second-job
fill-ins to get their Mercedes Benz paid for? Get to work
and cut out the educational clique of modern
“Asian’ism”., where God is the highest educated among
us who is he most complete and uncontroversial
speaker.]]
……Well we could also ask the Midianite dead that question, the dead there in that
horseshoe valley who slaughtered themselves trying to get away from the sight and
noise upon the hillside behind them, the one with all those lights shinning out, with
each light, and each trumpet, representing 1000 soldiers for a total of 300,000 men
against your measly 120.00. What would that dead Midianite say?
Where were the “anti-judges advocates” then, the ones who so persistently judge
everyone else while they go out and proclaim the “gospel of no-judging?”, “and ‘do
your own thing’?” ---you know, the ones who thought that they brought “civilization
and decency” back to Israel, but were personally above any and all acts of
judgement? They were the ones who were the greatest enemies of God ….I want to
know, ‘were they the fore runners of the current ‘Disney Church’, --do they listen to
that great patriarch, the ‘archdeaconese, Pollyanna’, or someone of her ilk, who only
sees and says ‘good things’ but never gets her hands dirty?
Oh. I could go on. The whole Old Testament is filled with the stories of the idiots,
fools, and dreamers who thought it was a good idea to do what “GOD” actually told
them to do. They, at least believed that He was “GOD”, and not just a religious idea
to be redefined to meet their current ‘needs’ and cultural trends. Ask Abraham
when he was living out the pattern of the life in Ur. Do you think he really wanted to
leave the peace, security, and sanctuary, to move his family to as yet unknown
destination because a voice in the night told him to do so? Do you think his knees
did not rebel, just a little bit?
In a more modern perspective, would God have us sacrifice ourselves and our
socially reasonable family perspectives in some bizarre mission scheme and utter
evangelistic-folly today? Would He ask us to cross the street with a cup of coffee
and a bowl of soup for a sick neighbor, really? What if that sick neighbor wore a
burka? Would He ask us to put our own social positions at risk in such a manner?,
Would he send us to a malaria infested valley and thus put our health at risk by
doing something ‘outlandish’ like that? Would He actually ask us to go to the
mission fields and make a total life out of mission work, even after the kids start
school and even graduate from high school, and that without really knowing grandad
and grandma? Would he ask us to give up our careers and our retirement portfolios
for the sake of homeless kids, immigrants, and the politically incorrect, for the rest of
our lives? Would He, really? Go ask Isaiah / Jeremiah / Obadiah / Peter / Andrew /
Thomas, or old Matthew….go ask James when he was forcefully bowed down so the
could behead him….

…or is it that I missed something? Is the God who walked with old Moses, and
crazy Gideon, still “God” today and still able to move mountains, if I am willing to go
with Him when He tells me to do so?
Come on ‘church’----show some faith,
sweep your front steps, make a big new fresh salad without all of the lemon essence,
and share the love of God with someone today, and throw out the sour lemons.
They will just ruin yet another potentially great salad. The fact is, is that God has left
the revitalization of the church is in our hands today, and the time to act is now!!!!!
Signed

…with

honest and humbled Love

L. M. Ancell

May the God who actually created this world embolden our hearts to stay the whole
way home.
--------------------------------------------------------------------- letter 2 --------------------Greetings,- again-, Dear Church,
I am still struggling and puzzled over this whole idea of ‘judging one another’. It is
still a mystery to me how people come to use this ‘defense’, …and more and more
so, every day. That is really why I am writing to you again. I hope that can you help
me understand this a bit better, or are you like me, seeking answers to the malaise
we are in?
Without a doubt, we do need to find some real answers that actually answer things,
and the ‘answers’ used in the 1950’s and 1960’s will no longer work, unfortunately.
Let me share with you what has caused my latest set of questions to emerge.
Recently, I had a conversation with a fellow who said that
“…all we are to do is to calmly wait on the Lord, and He will tell us what to do
at that right time, but until then you don’t have to do anything at all and in fact
should not do a thing because that makes you trying to fix things and that is
Jesus role. God does it all, and when He wants something from us, He will
tell us, otherwise we just wait, in all matters, and especially evangelism and
church problems.”
Sounds good, sounds easy, sounds totally relaxed, but it does not sound like what
Jesus actually said. The end of this guy’s idea was that only Jesus can tell us to do
anything, and only Jesus will ever be able to judge us. All of our home bred efforts
are against the role and work of Jesus, and it is even foreign to the way that Jesus
works.
I just can not agree any less with his ‘ideas’ and this quasi Buddhist
theology.
It sounds good, for a little while, like a “true spiritual servant” might think, and then
when I began to get it all sorted out in my mind there seems to be some” lemonish
ideas” in this recipe of his.
The first is what do I do in the meantime, -the time
between ‘messages received from Jesus’ and the next set of ‘messages’ to come
from Jesus? Do I just wait around and twiddle my thumbs, plaiting another length of
rope, expecting others who have received some sort message from the head office
to come over and mix me up a salad? I don’t think so. Jesus had Paul say that if

they will not ‘work’, then neither let them eat. That is true in a spiritual sense and in
a physical sense.
The second thing that bothers me, is that term that Jesus used for ‘wait’. It is not
the term for doing nothing and just sitting in the shade of a tree, in the off chance that
‘orders’ will come down from on high, but the word ‘wait’ is more in line with the idea
of hard working waiter in a restaurant. He ‘waits by constant serving and by constant
running, e4ver watching and ever anticipating the needs of the ‘dinners at the feast’
just as he is supposed to do.
Now the tree bound contemplator and the restaurant servant both “wait”, in the ways
we speak today, but boy do they mean different things.
One is a “no action
allowed” sort of thinking, and the other is a ”no letting down allowed, doing, till you
drop” sort of thinking. Total opposites of one another, they are. One is the act of
an entitled imperial official sitting in his court and his expectations of service coming
from ‘the staff’, and from all the others in the ‘service of me’, these others out here
are to do the attending to the needs and tables of others and their needs constantly,
but not me. –Just bring me another bowl of grapes, thank you very much. One is a
simple servant and one is a royal dilatant.
Now when I mentioned this difference in these terms to him, he jumped up and
accused me of “judging him”, and said to me that no one can tell another what to do,
and then he stormed off, -- in public! Now, I am just a poor old country farm boy,
but if you tell me that “I cannot judge anything, or anyone, nor can I look at how
things are going nor draw any logical conclusion from what I see, -if I should never
critique another person’s thoughts or actions-, nor look with an exploring eye at
anyone else product in any form if they be against ‘me’, -aren’t i, then, if i go on and
condemn the observant person by my reverse assessment of that inquisitive and
observant person’s actions and action associated suggestions, judging and telling
someone else what they can and cannot do?
The answer is “YES !” The anti-judge argument just came in the door and got a well
deserved black eye for arguing against itself. It brings the whole idea of iron
sharpening iron into great repute.
…..I ask you, …. have I missed something here, or is the world really filling up with
such idiots? I want to know, “Why preach in the first place?” “…Why teach?”
“…Why encourage?” “Why even just talk about it? …Why talk to one another in
any way?” “why accept the mission of the ‘great commission in any way?” “why?”
To occupy space?
To take up time?
Or, to get changes made, for the better,
after having observed a need for a repair job so that people may learn of the great
love and mercy of God that is already packaged and waiting for people who hear, so
they can judge their own sin condition as being in need of repair and then act on that
observation in the proscribed manner? Or do I revert to my anti-judging position just
to protect me and the guilty from a deeper observation and potentially a deeper and
more personal scolding of myself? People who never plug the holes in their own
boat, will get very wet, eventually, and have to buy a new boat……do we have that
kind of money / time / arrogance really? If this hurts a bit, then just remember that if
you are one of the “you-can’t-judge-me crowd”, then you cannot judge me in this
essay….right… that is, if you want to be consistent, but I doubt that consistency is
the point of their argument in the first place.

Lord, I ask, please, deliver me from spiritual ‘dudes and dunces’, and all of those
who push those little leftist egalitarian liver pills, …… all of those who are opposed
to upsetting anyone….. help me to check my own saddles cinch, to have the courage
to throw out those left over spoilt lemons whose job it is to spoil the salad as that old
master chef, ‘ol Beelzebub’, advocates with such glee. --- or is that ghee, for you
Chinese cooks --- and get on with the job at hand, regardless of the number that is
left to do the work that is needed to be done?
“Oh, but,” some will say, “if we are not careful we will lose so many. We will become
ever smaller!” Yep, and Gideon probably thought the same thing as he worked his
way up the hill behind the Midianite camp on that moonless night so long ago. But
was God just clearing out the wet wood and scrub brush with this much smaller
“band of brothers” so He can get the real job done, burning off all the weeds because
those pastures needed to get rid of all that Russian Olive / Midianite Thistle stuff and
other junk?
Remember, God is “God” and not just some figurehead with a white beard, way off
somewhere, not caring about His kids: He is not old, tired, and fraught with mistakes
on how the mankind we know ‘evolved’ into this modern culture. He is still ‘God’, the
supreme sovereign, the all-knowing one and all powerful. He is just as powerful as
when He came and just spoke and made all those trout’s over in that stream. Look
forward with courage, faith, and conviction plus a great plan to go out and work with
God,-- today--, don’t send the preacher to do your job, ---you, me, us---–we must
own the success and failures of the church for Him
…..Therefore I simply
want to say, --find a stream, bait a hook and get it wet and then go tell the church,
that big body of potential fishermen about the unlimited joy and relief of ‘our’
salvation.
Remember, if every member brings in just one soul every year, we will double the
family, every year…………………wow!!!!!
Not that is the “best-est” idea yet. We
do not even need a slogan or a catchy program. But, and that is the signal of the
scary part to come, but personal responsibility and personal involvement is the idea
that demands and asks for also the most support of the people in the pews, the most
maturity, the most sacrifice, the most effort on all of our parts, and the most absolute
dedication that “I” as an individual can ever, - ever-, give to God!! It might require
that we give up the soft life of ‘my pleasures and my afternoon naps on the couch, or
watching the Sunday football game, or being able tp go out to eat at my favorite
restaurants.
The great fact is, there is no retirement from responsibility in life, ever, and there is
especially no retirement from Christianity! --Ask Moses, Caleb, Joshua, Samuel,…
and in particular, the apostle John, there on Patmos, in the lead mines everyday-all
day, at the age of 90, shoveling ore, breaking rock by hand, working on hand and
knees, and yet still writing to every major congregation in Asia Minor the most
dangerous document of the first century, the one that confirms for the final time that
Jesus is the only divine sovereign, the document that told the church to stay the
course of faith, and know that a reward-eternal awaits the faithful functioning family
of God, regardless of the fellow with the whip and the sword of authority strapped to
his side, let alone the pain of ‘my advancing rheumatism’.

[Staying the course of faith openly suggests that some will leave that course and
thus John by the fact that he took time to write this ‘letter / book’ pre-judges every
person in the church, for all time, by the very fact of his preaching of the sermon of
The Revelation in the first place, done in narrative form and not in prophetic “guessguess” form as so many uneducated preachers think.]
…..come on church do some honest scholarship in the text itself, for yourself, and
learn to ask questions of the text directly and quit reading all those conservative
books by Scripture Press from Ultra-Stupidity University, and all of those ‘connectthe-dots’,, quasi theologians, who just want to impress us with their great study and
insight. …is that a bit of bias coming through? You be the judge on that one…..
oh may I should say ‘you can’t judge me’, but you just did, didn’t you??.
Elders, Preachers, just a good bit of loving reminder, ---as we all face the decline of
the church in these times, -get off the comfortable chair over there in the office and
lead the ‘charge’ back to “God”. Do it with vigor and selfless abandonment, no one
in a charge onto the Christian’s Flanders Fields ever smells the poppy flowers while
they are out there ‘charging forward’, under the orders of the general in charge ….
Guys, be seen doing at least twice as much as you are seen doing ‘meetings and
delegating to the staff’.
Become the real leaders, always active, like a true
Sheppard, a true leader! Become men of faith that others can actually get behind
and follow, due to your example, … or guys just get out of the way and get off the
horses back.
If it is truly right, do it, praying all the while, yes, but live on your legs and not just
your knees, or your board-of-directors-bum, doing everything first for God and quit all
the grand-parenting options where we spoil the “littlies” and let them run amuck, and
then conveniently sending them home to be ‘fixed ‘ by their parents, or so we hope.
There is no substitute for an actual-real-living, “leading leader”, one who knows what
his own daily duty is and who helps others to know and to do their duty. I would not
be at all surprised to learn that most of the stagnation in the church, like any
business, starts at the top, and not at the bottom. The dude who does not check his
own horses’ cinch may simply not be “led properly” to even know he has a cinch to
check, -personally and periodically, -during each day’s ride….and that cook over in
the kitchen,- well he may just need to check to see if the ‘baby bell pepper’ is a baby
bell pepper and not a habanero pepper as he builds his daily salad. Be careful what
you put in your salad. Judge it aright. Oh, … this whole “menu” ought to bring
some heat out of us in some way: -on the plate or in the service.
---and by the
way there is a great deal of difference between a persimmon and a tomato, for all off
the unlearned among us, Just as there is a lot of difference between a capsicum and
a habanero. Ole’ Ole’ Ole’ !!!!!!
Oh, listen to me, I’ve done gone from studying to preaching, -again. I am sorry, but
such is my concern with the future of this world wide family of mine. My questions
are growing in number and they are not getting any simpler. I do not want to sound
like a ‘grumbler’, but my coat is beginning to feel a bit thread bare in places and the
winter winds are picking up a bit. What are we going to actually do? Continue as
we are, waiting around and hoping for a miracle? Waiting for some magical
experience from Jesus or the Holy Spirit? …….oh yeah, that is where this all got

started, with the ideas between “waiting” and “waiting”, “Sitting and serving’, and the
judging that can occur between the two. I am afraid that all too many of us are
sitting on the imperial side of the arena, afraid to go out and do anything ourselves in
spite of our infirmities and limitations.
Be a “waitor” and not a “waiter”.
There…that may help me blow off a bit of steam, and may be ol’ pard, get some
good words and thoughts out of some of you on this.
By the way, you know that new sister of ours, sister Sunny Ever Moringside, the one
who has never seen a cloudy day? Well she went down to the grocer and was
going to get the fixings for one of her ‘cure-all’ special tomato and banana salads.
She was in a bit of a hurry and she bought persimmons instead of tomatoes and
then told her maid when she got home to cut it all up for a salad. The maid looked a
bit woeful at the “vegetables” on the counter top, but she dutifully cut it all up, all 15
persimmons, 3 cucumbers, and 6 ‘tiny bell peppers’ with five bananas. That mixture
burnt her hands like fire before she got it all done and it really burned her eyes when
she started to tear up a bit and rubbed them a tad. Just goes to show we’ve got to
be careful of what we say and do, or “not stand and say”. about the vegetables on
our work table, lest we be accused of judging another.
Sour was not the right term for that “salad”. It was sour! …and it was very, very,
hot! … it caused the ambulance squad no little bit of laughter when they had to
come and revive ol’ Nosa Leigh Spoutsoff-a-lot after she woofed down a fork full at
the Sunday afternoon luncheon and began rubbing her mouth and then her eyes,
and her mouth again… chilli-petins are rather hot I must admit I ‘cried’ myself, all
the way to the pulpit that evening, -you know how much she is given to blowing her
nose and rubbing her eyes like she is a martyr, even more than the rest of us, with
all those ‘tisk-tisks-tisks’ following along with her waddle ….I can still hear her
scream when those paramedics put her in that cry-room chair, tipped it back and
poured those two buckets of ice water on her face. Messed her new hair do up
royal, it did. ….left the camera at home that day.
Sister Morningside came forward that evening for prayers for the healing of her eyes, and
for laughing at another’s pain and displeasure….. She said it was all too hard for her. I must
say, sincerely, it is sure hard to pray when you are giggling, but maybe that is judging too, as
I stood to take her confession.

Signed

…still with honest Love, and a bit of remorse,… now….

L. M. Ancell

…………………………………………………………………………. Letter #3 …………………………………………

Well, Church,
It’s me and my scrambled mind again. Been doing some more reading on this whole
“judgement” thing and so I decided to give it the fairest go I could. So, I went to
Matthew 5:23 and started reading there. This was the first passage thrown at me on
the larger question of “judging”.

It says, “……"Therefore if you are presenting your offering at the altar, and there
remember that your brother has something against you, leave your offering there
before the altar and go; first be reconciled to your brother, and then come and present
your offering. Make friends quickly with your opponent at law while you are with him on
the way, so that your opponent may not hand you over to the judge, and the judge to
the officer, and you be thrown into prison.…”
Oddly enough, this passage is actually a request for you to do some Godly judging,
from a universally acceptable level that all can agree with quickly and harmoniously. It
is not a passage that demands that we now need to understand as a request for the
total avoidance of any and all judging. We have really got to work on people’s ability
to read simple things, simply, beginning with ourselves. If we cannot be honest enough
to put our lives down alongside of scripture, what can we ever say to anyone on any
topic, biblical, political, or culinary?
…… Now let me be very clear It is quite obvious that good brotherly relations are
essential to the family and they come before even worship in this particular passage.
Now that is a challenge to the modern view of worship, isn’t it? Relationship
maintenance before ‘me’ and my worship acts …hmmmm.
But that is so very obviously the first point in this passage. Many have concluded that
this passage is first devoted to building and maintaining good relationships and not to
church discipline. With that I can agree… And then that will help define our absolutely
essential week-end / week-out relationship with God, better, as a side issue.
Well, true, it is equally concerned and dedicated on the second level here also. It is
simply a good idea to stay away from the courts that be, as much as possible,
because they will do some ‘judging, one way or the other’, and it is usually an
unnecessary risk ...remember old Judge Roy Bean, of West Texas fame and his threat
to throw disrespectful fellows in with his pet bears, the ‘bar cage’ punishment, if they
disputed him in ‘his’ court? …or that other Texas fellow, Clay Wesley Hardin, who shot
that fellow in the next room for snoring…..well, maybe that one is justified, -but I’m not
quite totally sold on the snoring issue-, ---the point is, with people the way they sleep
can have a big effect on what they decide to do, or say, in court, and the risk of
stupidity and lawlessness grows ever larger with the varieties of input that affect our
reasoning abilities and logic
–So, best to stay away from courts and grumpy
neighbours, and just do what you are already able to judge as to what to do, the right
thing, and do it with love, thinking of others all of the time, looking at them and seeing
the pluses and the minuses in their behaviour Yes, begin by judging yourself first.
…and then be very wise and judge the next fellow as you want to be judged. That is
simple common sense thinking going on.
I then read from Matthew 18, which said, “…"If your brother sins, go and show him his
fault in private; if he listens to you, you have won your brother. "But if he does not
listen to you, take one or two more with you, so that BY THE MOUTH OF TWO OR
THREE WITNESSES EVERY FACT MAY BE CONFIRMED.…” Again, there is some
simple, common sense thinking going on here. We just have to remember that Jesus
was smart about such things.
Read it for yourself, and make a judgement against
Jesus at your own peril , -church. Handle judgements with facts, do not cower in the
face of the true enemies or the deluded, -just sure of your case first.

Here, in this passage, it dawns on me, “puddin’-headed” as I am, that Jesus is again
working that idea about keeping ‘brotherhood’ as important and as close to the heart of
the church and its members, as possible. If all you do is snarl at your old dog, the one
tied up under the tree, he just may bite you, even though he is ‘your dog’. He will do
that when he gets a chance to let you know what he thinks about your mistreatment,
mysogeny and neglect.. Kindness, attention and gentleness do have their rewards.
Remember: “Snuff” in the eye of a bull does not make friends, but it can cure “pinkeye” disease.
So, what if the home place is really covered in weeds and in need of some ‘herbicides’
applied?
Well, I read a little further in the bible and had some real ‘awakening
moments’, it all sort of snored in my ear all night long….. glad Clay Wesley Hardin was
not here…..
Now a man named Ananias, together with his wife Sapphira, also sold a piece
of property. 2 With his wife’s full knowledge he kept back part of the money for
himself, …and I asked myself, “WHY?” …but brought the rest and put it at
the apostles’ feet. , , …and I asked myself, “WHY? What is wrong with
that?”
3

Then Peter said, “Ananias, how is it that Satan has so filled your heart that you
have lied to the Holy Spirit and have kept for yourself some of the money you
received for the land? 4 Didn’t it belong to you before it was sold? And after it
was sold, wasn’t the money at your disposal? What made you think of doing
such a thing? You have not lied just to human beings but to God.”
……………..WHY? How did old Peter know what was going on? ....yeah it
could have been the word about town. And we all know how everybody
knows everything in a small town. But…
5

When Ananias heard this, he fell down and died.

Now that is some really harsh short term judging going on!! And a very
different form of discipline being practiced than what Jesus proscribed in
Matthew 18. And great fear seized all who heard what had happened. 6 Then
some young men came forward, wrapped up his body, and carried him out and
buried him.
WHY? –The leaders of that congregation did not follow the pattern of going to
him in private, then going back and taking some others with them on the second
visit, and then finally bringing it before the church for a final say. I could get
very confused by all of this, if “I” did not do some in-depth judging on my own.
…and what really gets me a scratching my head is that, in effect, they,
executed him , right there!
Now that is truly “death by embarrassment.
Where are the chords of harmony, now? Where was the love of Anno? Why
did no one try to rescue him and his wife?
WHY?
Yes, Jesus did give us that 3 point pattern for the sake of the
brotherhood, yet Peter did not follow it? And I still want to know, WHY?
Now we know that Peter himself will be chastised by Paul, after all of this, albeit
latter in history, over in Galatians, for a minor deviation, a deviation from the
prime communicative mission of the church, and the upholding of all things that

promotes brotherhood matters, just as in Annais’ case, Yet he copped it from
Paul, full in his face, even if his distortion was ever so slight within his fellowship
practices. If mere distortions are wrong, as both Paul and Peter have both said,
“Why did Peter handle things the way that he did back there in Jerusalem and
not get the same judgement as Anno did? Where was the heart? [taken from the
NASV] This is the difficulty we face with discordant actions and false harmonics,
if we are not very, very, careful.
..but the story is not over…
7 ….

About three hours later his wife came in, not knowing what had
happened. 8 Peter asked her, “Tell me, is this the price you and Ananias got for
the land?” ,
WHY ask it all over again? Is there no role for mercy, no option of a second
chance? “Yes,” she said, “that is the price.”
9

Peter said to her, “How could you conspire to test the Spirit of the
Lord? Listen! The feet of the men who buried your husband are at the door,
and they will carry you out also.”
Again, I can’t help but ask, “WHY?”, ---Why wasn’t one death sufficient, if it all
was just to make a ‘powerful’ point?.
10

At that moment she fell down at his feet and died. Then the young men came
in and, finding her dead, carried her out and buried her beside her
husband. 11 Great fear seized the whole church and all who heard about these
events. ,
WHY?

, WHY?

, WHY?

, WHY?

, WHY?

It just does not agree with any of the patterns of thinking that the overly gentle,
modern, culturally aware, Church of The Walt Disney Christ, and its chief
moralist, Pollyanna, says or thinks. Oh, I ask. “Is this the directions of an ultraleftist swing, continuing?” What would happen today if we confronted people in
the same manner at church? Who would call the funeral home and what would
you say in the coroner’s report? -- …be a bit hard to explain to old sister Purity
and to her sister Nosa Leigh, I imagine, let alone to their ‘earth-muffin niece’,
Natura d’Vine.
Could it be that those who are so ‘full on’ opposed to any and all judging are
judging Peter, God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit, wanting to be the new chief
spokesman and do all of subsequent judging themselves, just so their
sensitivities are not challenged, or changed, or to go on the offensive as a basic
act of defense?
Did the whole judgement question just get an example of blatant ‘nose
smashing’ after an accusation is made in public? If we live purely off of the
dictums of restorationistic ‘command, example and necessary inference’, what
do we do with this one? Do we now recommend spiritual capital punishment

like the current teachings of Isis does? Is it a command that we have to
follow? It is certainly an example of strict judgement, or didn’t they do some
fundamental ‘judging’ here? Wasn’t it rather biased and canted a bit south of
the Disneylandish “Church Of Perpetual Peace, Kind Words And NonViolence”,? I am more confused than ever? What are we to necessarily infer
from this event with Anno and Sapha?
Well, I have thought and thought on it and I have come up with a few answers,
or at least they seem to do some answering for me…. You tell me what your
thinking is. As for me, I feel a real urge to go back to my farm and ranching
musings to even think of the next step to take.
First: If we Christians are never ever supposed to judge other people, in any
situation because we are to leave all judgement matters to Jesus when and if,
-He gets around to it, ---why in the world did not Anno not say so and stop old
Peter, in his tracks? Isn’t it right to defend yourself from injustice? “Peter, you
can’t judge me in my gift and in what I say, or in how I say it!”
--After all it
was his skin that was on da line, wasn’t ’it? Are we to be so sleazy and so
weak as to never stop any one from punching us in the nose unnecessarily?
Or are the only ones who are allowed to use this ‘defence’ of “no judgement”,
those with something really big to hide, …like maybe an ego and a mindset
of childishness the size of all out doors, let alone some plain old doctrinal
error? [-if you stop and think about it, even a little bit, there goes the doctrine
of atonement, in addition to the doctrine of highly restrictive sensorship of any
thing ‘evil’.]
Now I have learned that ‘stoning a person is not just the throwing of little rocks
until you do someone in, but it is taking a large enough rock, walking up to
someone, swinging it and hitting them square in the face with it, with the hand
still attached to the rock. Now that is very personal, to say the least, and it is
truly “up front and confrontational”, -a full on, ‘you can’t do that’! You cannot
‘stone’ someone without a personal conviction of the guilt of that person. It
requires a judgement on ‘my’ part to swing that rock, with the capital force
required.
Because of the intrinsicality of God, such actions have to be deemed viable
and right before God, given the proper circumstances, and thus were the
people of Israel trained. It was a part of being “Jewish educated” and Peter
was so educated and so was the church there in Jerusalem.
Even turning the other check, is not some mealy-mouthed-cowardlypermission to go ahead and belt me again, but it is going up, facing the stooge
who just struck you on the face with his stupidity of action and his bullying
manners,, and then saying calmly as you look him directly in the eye, ‘you
want to try that again, -lad?” It is the judgement that you make on your own
comportment that actually speaks the loudest in such a case.
…..only the ‘Disney church’ is so out of touch with reality, so callous and
cowardly, as to preach a doctrine of ‘total sugar and niceness’ !!! There is a
reason for strength and the need for strength is that there were snakes and
skunks all over, ever parading about as if they are truly spiritual and totally
righteous, and as if they have it all totally figured out –just so long as no one
looks too to close at their scour-bounded tails, or their soured lemon salads.

If I am not mistaken, we were called to go out and conquer the whole world
were we not? …and that for a very specific and loving reason to guide us in
all manner of ways, but with the strength and voice to succeed!! You can’t go
conquer, unless you are strong and right, -just as right as ol’ Peter was. He is
the hero here in the story, not Anno, who lied and let his ego get in the way,
souring everything around him with his “Me” cantered bull-headedness. He’s
the ‘lemonizer’.
But then if we follow the path of the Disney-siders and pity Anno, we may, we
just may, be as guilty of a self-built utopian dream as he was. Wrong is
wrong, and we all can know it and help people to live with just a touch of
reality now and then…that is judging from a true love perspective, helping
others before they get thrown off that horse that they should not be on in the
first place. We have got to remember that there “ain’t no big rock candy
mountains”, anywhere, but in a fool’s mind. Stop and think about why there
are more passages on God’s wraith in the New Testament than there are
about God’s love? ……yes, He did send Jesus to redeem the world from His
wraith and His justly oriented judgement.
I have really come to believe that the ‘right and righteous’ work, of a very good,
very strong, actual leader, rather than a dictatorial-self-righteous-board-ofdirectors, director is needed….. and that is what ol’ Peter was, -just that at this
point in history… . Patton may have been hard to live with, but he was strong,
and he did lead…..the right man, for that one time. And he got the job done.
(I still don’t like Patton, but I have a larger place in my thinking for him today,
but I am coming to love ol’ Peter ever more. He was the real hero, because he
faced the entire Roman world when he stood up there and positioned the whole
church to oppose the Code of the Pax Romana and that whole “Roman peace”
thing. He was establishing a new authority, one that challenged every temporal
power that Rome claimed, and demanded ……and he did not apologize or back
down for any of it. The shovels and the picks as they dug those two graves
speak of this.
Second, why not just let Anno say what he wanted, and thus maintain the
peace, -peace at any cost is surely better than a cortege’ through the streets for
an ‘executed’ egotistically and childish liar”, ---isn’t it? That’s the basic
question, reworded, that was put to me, and it hurts a bit, either way you look at
it.
Well, I don’t know about the value of any attempt at ‘peace at any cost’. Look
what it did for Neville Chamberlin. He, if he had had a backbone and properly
judged ol’ Adolf to be the psychotic sociopath that he was, we may have not
seen the six to ten million deaths that followed the demonstration of the
Chamberlain “Pollyannaism” in that war some 70 years ago Chamberlain had
the tools and the voices for pushing through in strength and resolution, yet he
was kind and gentle, ever the diplomat, and he let Adolf have his way, letting
Adolf say whatever he wanted, letting Adolf do whatever he wanted, without any
boundaries, letting Adolph march where ever he wanted….go ask the Czechs
what that meant, or the Poles, or the…well you get the picture.
The whole ‘anti-judgement’ motif is nothing less than a revolt against all
boundaries and all symbols of Godly Authority, and especially against the

supreme authority of Jesus. To say, ‘you can’t judge me, exacto’, is actually as
big an attack on the role of Jesus and the Holy Spirit as Ananias did…..and he
died for his arrogance. Do you think God has mellowed in the last 2000 years
to let Anno’s case slide by, waiting on a better explanation yet to come?
So, isn’t judgement really, then, the recognition of and support of the limits to
which we can go? Are we not, as Jesus said, going to have to judge angels,
and won’t that be a bit more difficult than judging the yahoos’ around the
sheds today? [I Corinthians 6:2-4 “……Or do you not know that the saints
will judge the world? If the world is judged by you, are you not competent to
constitute the smallest law courts? Do you not know that we will judge
angels? How much more matters of this life? …So if you have law courts
dealing with matters of this life, do you appoint them as judges who are of no
account in the church?”]
Seems to me, simple fellow that I am, that only one who is a true fool would
say, “you cannot ever, ever, judge, -that only Jesus judges in the light of this
statement from Paul, a divinely inspired apostle.” It does not say take up “the
cross of no judgements”, but rather it says “support wise judgements and wise
judges”, where ever, and whenever, the idea of judging and judgement arises.
Why”, -cause WE will be judging angels. [Don’t augment the foolish, by
saying ‘we must wait until we reach the level of real spirituality before we do
anything and or say anything ….Jesus will tell us when that time will come.’
That is a total denial of the role and authority of the bible, let alone a full frontal
attack on the mission of the church.
In thinking about it, the most difficult part of the Nuremberg Trials was the part
on judging the judges who had judged Nazi Germany. Those were the men
who went and ordered all those lemons to be cut up, - to be made into that
‘brave leftist new sour salad called Nazi Germany, --they in the name of their
Aryan inspiration and their pseudo-spiritualism, directed from some stellar
‘voice’ from up above, were guilt of sending 6 million people to the hell of the
gas chambers, but they all pleaded the same case!!! They pleaded in this
trial for their own lives, that you cannot judge me because I was only following
what I understood the law to mean.. I did not judge, anyone, -I only followed
the voice of the higher calling, and the higher authorities above me. I was
only doing what I was told to do by the spiritual leaders of the time. I just
followed orders.’ That is the same type of thinking that would have come out
of Anno and Sapha’s mouth’ if they had thought of it, -I betcha.’
That
argument was not accepted by the courts of men in 1946 and it will not be
accepted by the spiritual courts, either, on the day of judgement.
When I talked with ol’ Marcus, a well known local fellow ‘ a sort of cowboy
philosopher’ about this, he just said, “some horses are better off as dog food, -don’t cha think?” Perhaps, considering the basic nature of some horses, and
some ‘land-developers’, he was right, --then perhaps, he wasn’t, ----but it did
make me think on the idea of how far we can go in the pursuit of our own
phantasmagorical and utopianianistic dreams, ------------now, that is the biggest
set of words than I have thought in some time, --------oh for the pursuit of the
real reality of the known and knowable, real boundaries, -those of peace, real
peace, and not those of pseudo-peace and some utopian daydreams, by which

I hide from the truth through a boldness that just scares others from
approaching me.
Peter the Apostle knew and understood all this, I am quite sure…..and I have
no doubt that he was also ‘setting good’ on his own door-step, having checked
his own cinch before he even walked out in front of Anno and Sapha, --I’ll
betcha--, you know, cleaning up his own act up before the “ruckus” really began
down in front of the congregation. Consistency and honest self examination,
followed by realistic application is a must, and it will have to start with the
leaders.
If leaders are just ‘directors’, who cannot ever be challenged, those CEO’s
among us who never go out and teach others on a one on one basis, those who
wear the name elder but do not do anything but have meetings and tell others
what to do, -until we rid ourselves of the keepers of peace at all costs mentality,
we will be forced to accept the death of the church as a foregone fact.
By the way, if you want a true ‘utopia’, I’ve got some pastureland for sale on
the upper Dolores River that has great grass on it, ‘six-foot-tall’, come good
snows or no snows, all well irrigated, up on the mountain, with rainbow trout in
the self-watering irrigation system that’ll feed a family of four every evening, all
summer long, with just one fish. …Interested? Yeah, I know ---- utopias are
always that way aren’t they…fool’s paradises, -- but fools keep hoping and
buying into such deals don’t they!.
The real problem with the utopianists among us, is that they all want a
romantic life, without restrictions, responsibility, nor any of the encumbrances
of anyone looking critical at what they are doing --that is why most of the real
loud voices opposed to any and all “judging”, shout it out to the world, judgements makes them take their day-dream masks off and look at the world
in all of its harsh realities. It is a scary place, this world of Utopia Shattered,
and so the safest place is off and away from where I might get called on to
stand up and defend myself and my inaction, in a place called “Neo-Buddhistic
Oblivion”, or over there in all the artsy-artsy-artsy political double talk that
forms the egalitarian right and left, over on the university campuses.
Oh, and there was some other verses that I looked at that I will also share with
you, Church –Just so you will know that I am trying to be fair and thorough
about this. First, James, goes out on a limb when he says that ‘he who
judges his brother speaks against the law’, but he also said that ‘we need to
look on others with mercy’. James 4:11 and James 2:12-13 respectfully, --hummmm--- Then over in Romans 14:13 Paul told the fellows in Rome, “not
to judge one another…full stop.” But then he also told the fellows over in
Corinth that they were to judge sinful believers, which strongly suggests to me
a set of boundaries that people should and can know exists, and one that
needs to be outlined to people, especially dudes on soap boxes. He went on
to say that we need to leave people outside of the church alone in I
Corinthians 5:12-13. Not so sure yet what he meant by that first part, but I’ll
share with you my thinking later..

Signed

…with

honest Love

L. M. Ancell

“…Common sense suggests that if no one ever judged other people, there would be no
real human community. Utopianism would then reign and disappoint us all . In a
sinful world, no community can exist for long where nobody is ever held accountable for
their actions within that community: no teacher would grade a student's performance;
no citizen would sit on a jury nor call a failed leader to account. And, when you come to
think of it, nobody would ever forgive anyone for anything either…” -what would be
the point?
………………….(taken loosely from article in “Christianity Today”)…………………

---------------------------------------------------------------- letter #4 ------------------------------------

Dear Church,
I am again at my computer, letting my thoughts go on to paper. And from what
you have read up to now, I can understand your concerns about going on any
farther. But, there is much to say that is good about the church --much that is
very, very good. Please do not think that this one mind of current critical analysis
sees only the negatives. There are some tremendous positives to rejoice in every
day!
The greatest joy, the greatest ‘good’ thing about the church, is that which we as
members of the church can get to rejoice in: the sovereign majesty of our divine
Saviour, -the Lord, -Jesus Christ. He is the centrepiece of all history, and that is
beyond any doubt, from any perspective. We must promote this one solitary Lord
as the sole sovereign, the greatest good, and the most energizing sovereign.
We must never demote Jesus in any way. He must remain supreme in our
preaching, in our thoughts, and in fellowships. There is no benefit in demoting
Jesus, or in minimizing Him and skimping on our discussions of him in every
aspect of our lives. If we have to reinvent Jesus, then we have to hate the Jesus
revealed in the bible, and the only options are an evil and vengeful Jesus, or that
Neo-Buddhist fellow we laughingly call ‘a’ Jesus. If anyone follows such a path,
the great things about the church get shoved into a suitcase and stuck under the
bed until we can throw it all away, unnoticed. and none benefits from that. But if
we honour Jesus as the proper “LORD” of our lives, we will speak with boldness
and the exactness of scripture, devoid of all the various philosophies and empty
deceptions of men …Point: -even conservativism must be taken out of play,
entirely, for it too is a philosophy, just as surely as ‘liberalism’ is a fallacy and a
foolish course to tread.
The problem is that those who do demote Jesus, in even the slightest of ways, are
really wanting the glory of the ‘new Lordship, the control of peoples thinking, to go
to themselves and thus they minimize Jesus and maximize obedience to the
message that they choose to preach. (some call it ‘hobby-horsing around’)
These apostates may attack Jesus directly, declaring themselves to be His equal,
or they may demote Him to a more minor position by their apathy. Their relegation
of ‘Jesus’ to a second tier status, is most often, today, based in some form of

misplaced belief in the devolution of the sovereign superiority of “proper
obedience”, to the codes of their own particular heroes (‘hero-centric legalism’)
and the roots from which they came to the faith (restorationaism and “l” based,
centristic-sophism, for instance). In whatever way it happens, this is nothing less
than self-induced entitlement gone mad, and it is sad, -very-very, sad indeed, but it
is all too common in one form or another. Jesus comes out second best no matter
how many times we use His name in this battleground; one that we are called on
to judge for what it really is ……antichristianity.
You just can’t say “Jesus –
Jesus – Jesus”, when you really mean, “Me – Me – Me” for that too is a
philosophical response that ultimately falls order against all false philosophies and
empty deceptions of foolish-childish minds
What is really disturbing, however, is that all of this is endemic to, and very rife
with in, all forms of conservative Christianity, be they Church of Christ, Baptist,
Methodism, Pentecostalism and even Catholicism. It can exist in the more liberal
views of things as well, but it is naturally seen as a result of a long held
conservative state of being. It will, one way or another, end up demoting Jesus
and setting up some new sort of ‘minor premier’, such as ‘one drink drunk’ type of
thinking, or the demagoguery in the arguments surrounding the various positions
on marriage and divorce. All of these ‘positions’ demote Jesus if they have any
voice at all. They are wrong, -dead wrong. Ask Anno and Sapha.
FACT: It was just this sort of demotion of the Lordship of Jesus that got Ananias
and Sapphira self-promoting themselves to a throne six feet underground, -without
even the pretext of a trial, or a review. No one went and talked to them first !!!
In front of everybody, they were confronted and they died. And rightly so, because
these two corpses put their life response first, outside of the realm of godliness,
and demoted Jesus from the role of Lord to the role of ‘dude on the cross’ in the
process.
Fact: we can never demote the Lord, in any way, and be safe and secure!!!
Therefore, honestly sweep your doorstep and check out your primary loyalty, first.
That means that some judgements need to take place and they start with “me on
me”, and then go “me on you”, for the future of both of us. Look to lift and let your
energy flow into the church body. Be active! Do not accept an artificial lung as
common place or natural. Breathe Jesus yourself and others will too.
Now, if you do judge yourself correctly, fore-going all of the protective
machinations that we as people are prone to use, -all of the ‘keeping on doing and
thinking whatever we want and therefore pleasing ourselves above Jesus’, there a
waits for us the most wonderful love possible, the love of one who is all powerful,
all merciful, and all supernaturally wise. It is offered to the one who is humble in
spirit and will accept the role of child in the arms of this one, and only, Lord.
I honestly believe that we all are in dire need of God’s grace and His mercy. We
need Him absolutely, we need Him desperately, and we do not need any other,
“substitute, self invented, alternative god”. So, with all of the demands that He, in
His superior position as actual Lord, might make of us, as He attends to us in
various ways, obedience and humble obedience at that, is the least that I can do.
To dishonour Jesus / God by not bowing down to them as the only Lord God, is to
rebel against God, grievously. To say that “I am God”, or to ,say that “You cannot

judge me” is to try and defecate in Jesus mouth… ……….I just cannot call that
form of gross and stupid behaviour, ‘wise’, ‘wisdom’, ‘spiritual’, or ‘true worship’ in
any way, and neither can anyone else.
FACT: “I”, “-we-”, must remember that He is the Lord, and thus, I am not
the Lord, because He already occupies that position. We must remember
that first, two entities cannot occupy the same space at the same time. This
is but one reason that ‘I’ cannot be ‘God’. Second, we must remember
that, --and this is even more significant--, as a sinner, I do not qualify to be
measured as an equal to God or as God, Himself. I am marred, scarred,
and tared by my sin. This is the crystal clear centrepiece of Jesus’ whole
ministry”: He was tempted by sin, but He did not sin and thus was able to
affect the sacrifice that all mankind needed. Sinfulness cannot be
sinlessness, nor can it pretend to do so on any level. The nature and need
of mankind for Jesus’ blood is quite observable, ready for all the
judgements that we can, and must, render to peoples questions just as
Peter did there on the day of Pentecost in the first Christian sermon.
FACT: He is God. I am not God, and so because of my sin and my
constant need for His grace, I never can be ‘God’, as we have just noted.
But to even just ‘say’ anything else is to deny the very nature of God, and
all ‘godliness’. Only the antichrist would dare to demote Jesus or God in
any way. To play with language is fraught with danger. It is never wise,
and we are called Paul was in the case of those in Romans 1 and 2 to
observe and to speak out against that which is
FACT: There are antichrists among us, and they indeed are there just
barely concealed and out of sight; they will never go away, nor will they go
to heaven. We can say this confidently because we are asked by Paul to
do so as we continue to train ourselves for that very job of ‘judging’ those
angels who have rebelled against God and tried to set up an alternative
world where people can play like they are ‘God’, or ‘Jesus’, as Paul told us.
Yes, there are things we must do, and that we must tell to others when we can do
so, be it convenient or not, safe or dangerous, easy or hard. Jesus, and His loving
purity, is needed in our lives as much as we need air and water to live. What is
even greater is that we can have His forgiveness and His loving mercy and His
gracious grace at no cost, --other than in giving our total submission to Him as
Absolute Lord. All religious groups who call themselves Christians agree on this
point but those who are ‘antichrists’. He paid the primary debt I owed, the one I
could not pay by myself. Now, it is my love of Jesus, my gratitude and my
thankfulness that steers my life, or that should steer my life.
The connecting point with the original questions surrounding the idea of ‘judging’,
are thus bounded by the reality of my submission to God, Jesus, and my attention
to what the Holy Spirit has instructed us all to do, in that one common treatise, the
Bible, the one that is written so that all people, everywhere, may come to one
common conclusion and code of conduct. These three godhead members are
now the ultimate judge over the choices and actions that I make. The greatest
case for free will is the realization that I will be judged for my actions, reactions,
consistency, persistency, and dedicated spirit as a serving servant, by God and by

my fellow servants. If I am a cloistered, couch-bound, critique of everything,
because of my mistaken beliefs, -and or my sloth-, I will answer for it, eternally.
That can be an awesomely “hot” reality to have to contemplate, particularly if I am
living a life where I know I have to hide my slothful mindset from all those around
me, and do so by pontificating and displaying my ever contemptuous attitude
towards the church. By shutting off and denying brothers and sister access to my
world and to my accountability factors and files, if I stand ever so vocal as to
preach, “you can not judge anybody.”, but judge others constantly, I may just be
that clanging cymbal that Paul talked about. Only a fool would reject such a rich
and rewarding opportunity to love the Lord, as He wants to be loved, and to rather
choose to run the risk of losing out on heaven because my ego demands that
everyone see me as the new prophet, or the only one with real insight and realized
spirituality while dismissing the very words of scripture, those words written by
God so that all can come to a common understanding. [If “I” am the only one
thinking something, I just may be wrong. I need to do as Copernicus did and back
it all up with some solid “mathematics and logic.”]
Now, I have just read back over this letter, and it sounds a bit vitriolic to me, -and I
wrote it!! That is scary. Please, remember as you think on these words as they
stand, -for I do not think I can say it in a more palatable way under these
circumstances-, …that I do not seek to past ultimate / eternal “sentences” on
anyone, but to put some logic and some sharpened iron back into this church that I
do love so much, and fear for, so fully, right now as we struggle with the doldrums
and the pressures of being so very energy deficient and so directionally
challenged. We need leaders who lead us, in right ways, focused towards right
goals, with defendable logic and lots and lots of patience…… if only we could find
such a man / such men. The whole world right now is leaderless, actually and has
been so for a long time, politically and religiously. Elders, for one example, rarely
do a lot more than sit in meetings, and I am not so sure that is their most important
job. They tell others to do things, but they just go the next meeting. I am a sheep
and I need my shepherds doing some shearing and a lot less directing!
No church grows, or wins great battles, when it is struggling for the energy to
continue to serve. We may have been pulled out of the battleline for a short time,
church, to catch our breath, but let us remember our wonderful Lord who died that
we may have life-eternal, as we ready ourselves to go back on the line, for the
cause, and go back we will, if we are willing to do so and if we are preparing our
doorstep to host the renewal ceremony / experience…..
Remember. “Iron does sharpen iron’, when it is rubbed the
“wrong” way,
-or at least until all the burrs are
taken away, and tempering begins to return to the
blade, and then, when it is rubbed the right way,
revival of usefulness begins and sharpness returns”L.
M. Ancell
Signed

…with honest and logical Love

L. M. Ancell

P. S. Somebody should write a soul-song, “Iron do a’sharpen Iron- - oohhh, Iron do
a’sharpen that iron!”, with a really snappy melody line, and possibly a bluesy beat. It

sounds convoluted, this iron sharpening iron thing, but yet is true. It carries a
required set of directions to be followed, for you do not just beat one piece of iron
with another piece of iron, but you follow that set of procedures that will refine the
edge of the other piece to the proscribed angle and the you keep taking of the burrs
and oiling the life backin with loving strokes of the divine file. We end up actually
restricting the willy-nilly wanderings of the blade itself, making sure that one
acceptable standard is maintained through out the length of the edge of that blade /
piece of iron we wish to ‘sharpen’.
Intrinsically speaking then, everything that is said by one person to another is based
on some form of form of restriction, -a command, -a telling of what we can and
cannot do, a setting of strict limits on what is, and is not, acceptable behaviour. For
instance, to say that “you cannot judge me” is actually to say ‘you are wrong if you do
judge me’.
By thus saying ‘you are wrong’, if even at this most basic and
minimalistic level, you have both set a limit on what another person can, and cannot
say. thus violating the original statement of you cannot tell anyone else what to do,
by telling someone what to do. You have also told your listener that it is
condemnatory to proceed in the critical line of observation and comment, which
again violates the founding statement, because to condemn is to judge, and to judge
another is not allowed under the “anti-law” law code, imposed by one person on
another. It is all simply self-contradictory, and thus self-judged and self-condemned,
because it is judging and telling people what to do, by its own intrinsic nature. “You
cannot judge anyone thus lays down the very argument by which the original premise
of ‘you cannot judge’, is defeated and shown to be very juvenile thinking.
If the advocacy of ‘do not judge me is functionally understood, it is saying “I” want to
be free to do whatever “I” want, without any restriction on “Me” –at all.” This means
that “I” am the chief lawgiver, by giving the “no law” law, and by extolling the virtues
of that new law code, I set the line between the new ‘good and acceptable’ limits and
in an ip so facto manner, set the rule for my own condemnation, under the new high
judge, --“me”.--.
We also need to give credit to those who have contributed to our understandings
today. For instance, we might just need to stop for a moment and lok at where some
of our fundamental thoughts actually come from.
THINGS WE STILL OWE TO THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
1. Jerome believed that the bible needed to be in the language of the common
man of his day and so he went about translating the Greek scriptures into
Latin, the ten current language of his day. The work of translation that he did
was to become the common man’s language for several hundred years until it
too went out of common usage. But his belief that all men should be able to
read God’s word in their language was now part of the general faith. Today
we want people to learn English because it is easier on us, but Jerome would
have disagreed, strongly….even with Vatican I.
2. St Francis of Assisi is the first person to really get people to listen to the fact
Jesus lived a human’s life while He was here, because He was Human, just
as He was also Divine. To get this across to the world, Francis changed the
way the world saw Jesus, giving to Jesus both types of light in the first popular
way: the light of centrality and the light of compassion, from a set of common
experiences. He said that Jesus was for all, and that Jesus understood us

all, for the first time since the first century, really. His is the revolutionary
voice of the re-awakening of the common man’s Jesus.
3. Clare of Assisi, Francis’ contemporary in his work, promoted the idea that all
women can be spiritual minded people too, just like men can, is the gift to all
Christians everywhere of. Prior to her voice there was only the voice of a
totally male dominated society that saw women as half-value, quasi-humans
servants of man-kind. She saw Jesus as central to all people, men and
women, for the first time in 1000 years.
4. Thomas Aquinas was the first ‘theologian’ that wrote and thought using well
formulated, depth probing questions and organized study to answer his
queries.
His ‘methods’ were adopted in the 19th century as ‘logic’ and
syllogism became tools for our forefathers as they sought, in like manner, to
turn Christianity into an ‘every-man’s religion. He is the first popular preacher
to preach that it is a good thing to pursue understanding of the bible as one
contiguous whole and not as a series of unrelated articles, such as would be
found in an encyclopaedia.
5. Charles Borremeo of Milan was the person that all preacher schools actual
use as a guide, even if they have never heard of him, as they try to teach
people to be communicative and not just verbose writers or speakers. He
taught the teachers of teachers to be humble, clear, and to be ever active, out
in the community. He took people with him when he went about his daily
chores so they would learn by doing and not by just lectures. He did lecture,
but often on the side of the road as they rested.
6. John Henry Newman is the man who was responsible for the idea behind all
‘bible schooling of adults for they were the larger work force in the church and
the principle evangelists to the rest of humanity, because they spoke the
masses language, having lived among the masses prior to their conversion
and the start of their education in all matters religious.. .
7. Maximilian Kobe taught the world, once again, that mission and martyrdom
often go hand in hand. One cannot expect to have a pretty, pristine, church if
it stands for nothing and this is true of the persons faith as well, according to
this more modern teacher. We must stand resolutely for God and His way.
8. Martin Luther never really ‘left’ the Catholic Church: he sought to reform the
Catholics, to get them back right. He left us with the first great foundation
upon which so much of our current church identity is based when he
advocated ‘Sola Scriptura”. This is the Latin version of the more modern
slogan “We speak where the bible speaks and we are silent where the bible is
silent.”

Let us make a concluding thought at this point. Paul told the Galatians 5: 10-13, of
the God’s Word Translation, “…10 The Lord gives me confidence that you will not
disagree with this. However, the one who is confusing you will suffer God’s judgment
regardless of who he is. 11 Brothers and sisters, if I am still preaching that
circumcision is necessary, why am I still being persecuted? In that case the cross
would not be offensive anymore. 12 I wish those troublemakers would castrate
themselves. 13 You were indeed called to be free, brothers and sisters. Don’t turn
this freedom into an excuse for your corrupt nature to express itself. Rather, serve
each other through love.
Therefore we are called be free, but free within the boundaries of what God has
actually said. There have been all sorts of interpretations and sermonising’s’ that
have gone over into that nebulous land of revered neo-scripture, otherwise called
tradition, that need to be reviewed and challenged from time to time. The pontiff in
Rome claims a degree of inspiration and inerrancy, but do count on that claim very
much. Just stick with the scriptures for God had them written for all of us in plain –
clear speech so everyone can know the same message, without having to become
professional crytograpic analysts of “dot-to-dot” topical preaching.
[Preaching
schools have been dying out at an alarming rate because all too many people who
go there are seeking an easy life, and a pathway to self rather than service. Too
missionaries have just put time in on the field to make themselves more palatable to
congregations where the pay check is bigger, and the notoriety and prestige is
higher, and then after ten years of ‘service’ they reyrn to their homes to raise their
kids…….”Oh give me a home out on the old open range where the preacher can
play golf and the elders go home …”: that is not a good song to sing and a terrible
lifestyle to live …. We are not here to please ourselves, but God, for the rest of
our lives. We are not here to pursue education and reach all the way to top,
but we are here to meet Jesus at the bottom of the heap, as loyal, devoted
servants.

CHAPTER THREE: --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Now some thoughts on a subject closer to home:

“Can We Use Mechanical Musical
Instruments In The Worship Services Of The
Church Today?”

In the Church of Christ, we have traditionally used only the human voice in our
worship services to constitute the “singing side” of our public ‘worship services’.
Personally, I can remember going to Sunday afternoon singings and it was all
great fun, and even challenging, as I began to learn how to sing the baritone part.
In the whole time of this period of my life, I never even thought to question the fact
that we did not have a piano as some of the other churches in my home town did.
That was just how it was, and when it was done really well, just simple singing
sounded good to me, so I did not do any real questioning. I just accepted the idea
of what I learned latter was more properly called ‘accapella’ worship.
The music was everything in that time, and nothing was said about spirituality, or
the why of music at all, or anything else, like public prayer. Now, I can remember
one preacher saying that because the church was persecuted by Rome in the
very early days, they chose to just use simple singing to help avoid confrontations
with the Roman persecutors and to assist themselves should they have to run: less things to carry, you know, and a quicker ‘get-away’.. His explanation was
good enough for me at that time. It was simple and I could understand a bit of that
thinking. I came to simply accepted “accapella” music without any problem at all,
and I still do, but I do now believe that we can, and that we should, come up with a
slightly clearer set of “reasons” to justify our musical practices, -reasons that
actually answer the whole gambit of questions better for all of those who sit in
pews and just do what they are told, as I once did..
Here is the first ‘rub’. ---- The days of the ultra-conservative scholarship of the
1950’s and 1960’s are over. “Do it because I said so” was fine when you were
eight, but it is a bit weak when you are over sixty. Those people, of that era, did
the best that they could, and we are grateful to them. We can, however, do better
today, and we should. A reasonable answer to reasonable questions is not too
much to ask. The absence of those reasonable answers has been a contributing
factor to the current lethargic conundrum of the church today. People are leaving
the church because, as they see it, it relies strongly on the foundation of doctrine,
and minimizes the equally necessary foundation stone of relationship. Both have
a place in the real church. Jesus did not just come, die, change the covenant,
cleanse the souls of believers, and then leave us to figure it all out from there, but
He also ate fish with the disciples and let the relation get a bit of oiling as well,
after the cross.
This part of the whole study is then presented to give the members of the various
congregations, that wishes to use this line of thinking, a reasonable way to

respond to the questions surrounding why we have chosen to sing, using only our
voices, in those moments of our formal worship services. This just another part in
using the scriptures towards building a realistic cord, or should I now say Chord,
of harmony with the bible and all of those who have gone before us.
________________________________

POINT ONE: “MEETING THE REAL CORDING QUESTIONS”

So, let’s just get straight into it. Traditionally, we in the Church of Christ have gone
to Colossians 3:16 and Ephesians 5:19 to support our commonly held decision
to sing in an “accapella” style in all worship services. There are many subsequent
questions that have arisen out of our having adopted this line of reasoning. For
instance, “Do these two prominent scriptures actually make a full, clear, concise
case for pure “accapella” music, a case that is so clear that every person will see
this conclusion straight away?”, or “Do only the ‘truly converted’ see this point, this
way, from these two passages?” and then there is the equally vexing question “Is
‘accapella’ music the only way to make melody “in our hearts”?”. We may even
want to know, “Can we listen to ‘Christian radio’ when they play hymns with
accompanying instruments in the middle of the week, and avoid going straight to
hell, without any doubt or deliberation?” These are but a few of the questions that
trouble pew-people today, -questions that have troubled people for many years
now. They are good questions and they deserve answers that actually answer
what they are querying. When people begin to question one point, they very
frequently begin to question other points that raise questions in their minds, and
with the drawing up of unanswered questions, comes the dissolving of the lines of
relationship that are then made a new, in another group.
We wonder why churches stagnate and die. Very few, a very, very few die
because of doctrinal disagreement, but they begin to waver in the area of
relationships and then find a scapegoat to pen it all in. Some would like to say,
“Elders, preachers, members: fill the relationship holes in first, and then tackle the
real doctrinal problems that are left behind, the ones where insufficient thinking
has been shared with the members, thinking that does not just come from a
“preacher training school” line of thought.” ‘Think it through’, that is always good
advive. But do not just revert back to your own training, -venture out and really
look at all of the sides first: understand why others reject some of our traditions
and choose to go a more entertaining way. And, remembers this, “Elders, this is
what one of your primary duties actually is, to build a foundation on rock and not

on shifting sand of opinion brought about by incomplete thinking, and incomplete
training, following patterns that do not always answer the current questions.

POINT TWO” “WHAT IS TRUE WORSHIP REALLY?”
The first port of call is but a quick reminder as to the types of worship that is
mentioned in the New Testament. There is “vain worship”, as noted in Matthew
15:8-9. There is “ignorant worship” as Paul encountered in Athens and noted in
Acts 17:22-23. There is “will worship” as found in Colossians 2:20-23. And
lastly there is “true worship” as endorsed by Jesus in John 4:23-24.
The knowledge about these various forms of worship is all common knowledge
and what amazes many people in the church today is that it is preached, as such,
in most congregations and in most denominations. Yes, it is remarkably
remarkable that these visions regarding the four forms of worship are common
knowledge and common sermon material, in most denominations. My, my my.
Every denomination spokesman has some sermon in their repertoire on these
ideas about “worship”, from these same verses. What remembering these
scriptures brings to mind, first, in the minds of every audience, is the very sincere
question, “So what really makes up the “true worship” that God wants to see His
children engaged in doing, -publically and privately, all of the time, everywhere?”
This is where the responses begin to diverge from one another.
This basic information on the four types of worship, leaves all ‘believers, no matter
what their ilk,’ with the fundamental understanding that there is a way that is God
approved, and there are some alternative ways that do not live up to God’s
expectations and that consequently, do not receive His approval.
This common bit of understanding on the very nature of practiced worship also
directs all readers to follow God’s preferred way, faithfully, whatever that way is,
and or in whatever matter that that way requests and in whatever subsequent
matters it contains, as opposed to leaving it all open to our own desires and ideas.
Upon this point of the argument, there is unanimity. Everyone believes this to be
true and all denominations are seeking to produce true worship, as they
understand ‘true worship’.
The second port of call, however, is to remind all of the readers of this little book
that the beginning point in all acts of worship is found, in the twin ideas of, first,
honouring God, as the Lord God, the Omnipotent, all Loving, One, --the all
Merciful and all Wise one, “God”. And, in second place, it is in being the type of
person who has given himself over to the idea of allowing God’s written
instructions to be what actually trains train us in all matters’ moral, and in all
matters’ mental. This means that all of the elements of “self”, and “my own will”
must be in submission to Him, in all things. This is where it all gets so very hard.
This is the difference between true Christian philosophy and the adopted

philosophies and the empty deceptions of mere men which may lead us down that
road of “Neo-Buddhism”, or just other forms of just plain old plain old paganistic
politics.
What I am driving at is that it means “I” must be enthused and encouraged by
continually learning about God and what He wants, as anyone who truly loves, as
God wants us to truly love, and what we would naturally do with the ones that we
love, being energized by those of like persuasion and their real relationship with
me. To not know what the significant objects of our love are, nor to care to really
learn them and then to review them critically, is a very strong sign of the absence
of any love whatsoever, and the insufficiency of the relationship lines of a
congregation are made even more significant.
In a marriage, it is considered to be a very healthy thing to learn something new
about your mate, every day, every week, and then to rejoice in this new side of
their being. This is easier in the early days of a marriage than it is later in the
marriage, but even in those latter days, you can still learn about, be encouraged
by, and feel refreshed because of the qualities and depth in your mate. YOU CAN
AND YOU SHOULD BE DOING SO, WITH YOUR MATE, AND WITH YOUR
GOD.
However, when we reach the inevitable point of stagnation, and it will always
come, be it in marriage or in worship, , we begin to lose interest, and doubts begin
to grow every bigger, and little things, like the usage of a piano, become
insurmountable mountains because the fundamentals of relationship, and the
maintenance of the relationship with the first century church, are under-valued for
whatever reason... Our eyes go wandering and our faith / trust / loyalties go
fading off into the proverbial sunset. [Hollywood, Hollywoood, Hollywood.]
This wandering, or as the Australians, this ‘going walkabout’, is true of marriage
and it is equally true of spirituality and orship. The preacher’s job is not so much
the preaching of sermons, but in the one on one helping of people to keep the
pure and simple fire burning, in the whole congregation, and just as importantly,
in the individual members.
It is far more the work of being a ‘preacher’ or an ‘elder’, than it is in being an
evangelist. Real preaching and real eldering is always done, mostly, away from
the building, sitting a couch, with the brethren, just talking and encouraging one
another.
–In this full on work, done by everyone in the congregation, we can
actually do away with ‘Sunday morning ‘bible studies’, get straight into some
fellowship, Worship, and the up-lifting of our spirits through a great sermon….
Now that would be a novel way to break the traditional glass ceiling that every
congregation has to labour under, -wouldn’t it !!!! -It might even do some
invigorating, and then periodically come back and do study latter in the year, -for a
quarter…. It will be a warmer fire if we all bring along a stick of wood once in a
while, too, rather than having our ‘employed preacher’ do it for us, thereby
lessening even less our responsibility levels.
So, keeping the fires burning is so much more than just the presenting of facts. It
is in getting alongside of each other, daily, and giving out the uplifting medications

of hymns, songs, and even Psalms, on Tuesday, just as it is on Sunday. [This is
what makes it impossible to use the Colossians passage and the Ephesian
passages in connection with formal, Sunday, worship. It is the everyday work of
all of us.]
This whole daily process of keeping those fires burning and hearts generating the
heat of on-going learning, is the real message of Colossians 3:16 and
Ephesians 5:19. In this, the preacher has a major job to do, that of assisting in
keeping the fires burning in the immediate congregation and in the leading of the
members of that congregation in developing the stores of firewood necessary in
the lives of the members during the moments when those members are away
from the formal worship. And yes, there is personal responsibility in both cases,
and it is not something that can be done on a part time basis, - at least not
something that can be done easily, by only the specially trained ‘employee’, under
the tutelage of some CEO. It is just us, the little people, out there serving, that
build, maintain and advance the church.
Before we leave this point, let me say that it is our study-life which must start with
“God”, our Loving Heavenly Father, and what He means to us. We need to
approach the understanding of” God”, afresh, and not just with what we have
heard for these long years in the ‘restoration movement’, usually with words or
phrases that no longer are heard by the world. That message has stagnated in
many people’s minds and hearts so deeply that the dictums of the Restoration
Movement are now more important than Jesus Himself. {ouch…that hurts. Is it
really true?
Have we grown that conservative, that Philosophical, that the
dictates of conservativism rule us before God, or His word, even has a chance to
touch our hearts?...... Remember, any time you add “ism“ on to the end of a word,
that is really what you are worshipping !!!!!! “Conservativism ??]
There is no question, we must understand God intimately, restoring Him to the
role of the one and only supreme sovereign, before we even attempt to
understand any side element of any doctrine because our understanding of God
will define all doctrinal matters as much as any set of mere words will ever do,
going farther and deeper than our perceptions on some isolated sentences in the
bible that we have used to say things they do not actually say.. “God” should
become our first, and our foremost filter then, and our first priority in all matters.

POINT THREE: INTRINSICALITY
So then, we begin with a fundamental that is seldom evoked in this type of study,
or in any study of the various denominations, particularly those that are
“conservative-first” groups”, the ultimate “literalist’s” among us. That fundamental
with which we begin is the intrinsic nature of God. This is something that should
be taught in every congregation frequently, but which is more frequently assumed
to be known by the congregation. We, as a movement, certainly cannot be
accused of not knowing anything about Acts 2:38, but we do stand open to the
charge, as individual members of the church, in not being able to speak of the
fundamental nature of God in any applied or extended sense. That really should
not be!

First, we need to answer the question, “What is “intrinsicality”? That would be a
very good place to start and it would put us all on the same page. The dictionary
says that “intrinsic”, which is an adjective, means “belonging naturally to;
essentially a part of, a defining attribute of, a permanent and non-eradicable
element of, the nature and idea of something, an integral part of the foundational
nature that makes someone or something what they are all about.”
“Intrinsicality” then, takes this one step further and means “the basic defining
process which makes something into what it is and what it looks so that all are
able to see it alike”. We know what a giraffe looks like, and no one would confuse
a giraffe with a penguin, unless they are blind, or from a very remote place,
because what these two animals are, is so very distinctive from one another. In a
human body, we are all seen by the shape of our own skeleton, even though we
cannot observe our skeleton personally, except through an x-ray. In God, and
therefore in the study of God, we see, and we know, from our long exposure to the
biblical text, what God is really like, underneath His outer skin, and why His
external appearance is what it is. [Very few denominations actually disagree on
what God ‘looks like, -philosophically speaking.]
We just cannot confuse God with the Devil, nor can we confuse God with a simple
tree, or God with a mountain. To do so requires a complete change of philosophic
under-pinning’s. “He is God Most High” and that is obvious to all because of His
overtly obvious underlying attributes. He is bigger than the tree or the mountain
and righteously more splendorous than the Devil. All things that are perceived as
‘godly’, therefore, are defined by the nature of the interior heart of that person as
they reflect the plainly revealed image of God, and all of the godly workings will
follow suit, closely, with the interior construction of God’s intrinsic nature, It is the
natural revelation of God, made personal, coming from God’s clear revelation of
Himself.
If we are seeking to understand “God” from how He moves, thinks and responds
to the various oscillations of mankind, then we are seeking His intrinsicality and
His most intimate inner thoughts, all that which is fundamental and unchanging
about God. My observation will be mirrored by a mass of other people who see
the same presentation of God that I see, possibly from very different vantage
points. It becomes a universally accepted norm.
So, now, , thus working from a basis of a common understanding, we move on
to…

POINT FOUR: THE ARGUMENT ON THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF GOD’S OWN UNIVERSALLY
UNDERSTOOD / OBSERVED INTRINSICALITY :
[The following points are where my observations on “God” has taken
me, personally, so far. I have come to understand that if I know God
better, I will understand the ‘music side’ of things better.
Most
problems over music seem to arise in the arena of what ‘I’ have been
taught about worship, by the heroes in my life, and thus, “I” have never

had to sit down and do my own personal study on this subject.”
While ‘I’ maybe very keen to know God, I am sometimes challenged to
uphold the traditions of the ‘fathers’ and if I end up with the proverbial
“Grandma Maggie’s ‘Skillet’s Ham’”, so be it.
I BELIEVE: God cannot, and therefore will not, ever ask man to do anything that
is fundamentally evil or wrong, nor will He overlook it all when man does that
which is fundamentally evil and wrong, -I further believe that God will give clear
and ready teaching on those subjects that are necessary to keeping aright the
spiritual balance of things.
I BELIEVE: God is absolutely perfect, and has always been so, from the inside
out. He is intrinsically good and righteous in every way and in everything He
does and everything He directs mankind to do. He is totally unified in this, and
has always been so, without any wavering or vacillation. To be such, is to be God
Most High and supreme. This actually answers the first part of the question about
mechanical instruments in our worship services today: -if there was a
fundamentally evil in having the instrument in our services, God, in having no
option but to be true to His own intrinsicality, would have to say so, directly and
forcefully, from the very beginning of creation. To not say anything, is as loud a
voice as if He had something to say. This is nothing less than “fundamental Godology 101” --- It is the ramifications experienced of “who and what” God has
revealed about Himself on a personal level, and thus it is what His relationship
with mankind is all about; -grace, -mercy, -righteousness, -love, and -realized true
spirituality.
I BELIEVE: God is clear and very open with mankind. He does not hide His
thoughts within some ultra-complex, prophetic procedure that only a very few,
those who are the highly schooled Ph.D.’s among us, those special people, those
who can “discern properly”, -those who have been blessed with special insight into
God and His ‘way’. As the Irish among us are want to say, “The saints preserve
us from the educated elitists of the Oxford shire.” The plain truth is, is that God is
the only open and knowable God, the one that is there for all of the masses to
know easily and for all of the races to know, and that known equally by all. God is
the one that everyone can find, that everyone can understand and that everyone
who seeks can come away with a single, unified, true and honest concept of, the
only one that they can then use to explain that awesomely big idea of “God” to
another person, in an accurately manner, from and to all cultures, advanced and
or primitive. As we grow in our knowledge and relationship with this God, we will
all come to understand that “God” is not a ‘great mystery merchant’, really. You
do not have to be good at reading Miss Marples to know God truly and intimately.
He is the universally knowable, supreme one. He is the universal reference point,
for all men, regardless of education.
I BELIEVE: What God asks us to do is understandable by everyone who seeks
Him, be they educated and thus able to read, or be they not educated and unable
to read. He wants all men to know Him and thus works in a way that all can
understand and follow. Yes, the bible does go ever deeper into “God” and thus
“God’s universal will for all of mankind”; so as to benefit the whole of mankind by
showing to mankind the clear and duplicable will of God and the undeniable

intrinsic nature of God. [This becomes the great ‘missionary’ dilemma: to teach
or not to teach, if we choose “to teach”, then ‘what’ and ‘how much’ do we teach.]
I BELIEVE --- LOGIC POINT “A”: Therefore, then, the request to do anything
that is fundamentally wrong, if so requested, and or so demanded by God, makes
God then responsible for our sin for He is then asking us to do that which is
against His own nature. This becomes the justification dilemma. -He cannot
therefore condemn us for doing what He once demanded, nor can He hold us
responsible for violating His fundamentally perfect and sinless nature if He asks
us to violate His intrinsic nature at any point in the historical continium. If God
errs in one point, or in one command, morally, He is no longer absolutely perfect
in all things, for all time, backwards and forwards as time flows. He then forfeits
His role as God and all religion falls. [This type of thinking is not one of David
Robert Dugan’s ‘hermeneutical’ concepts really, but at best it is ensconced in the
idea of ‘necessary inference’. We must remember that the idea of “command,
example, and necessary inference are never mentioned in the bible at all, and that
were invented as a tool in the context of the church conflicts surrounding the
American Civil War. …..ouch, that hurts again.]
I BELIEVE --- LOGIC POINT “B”:
Therefore, if just one instance of moral
vibration be observed in God and in His dealings with mankind, then all of God’s
dealings with mankind become suspect, fundamentally. Why? Because, one
bobble and He is not the universally perfect one, perfect in all time and in all
epochs, and so, because He is not then the ‘perfect one’, perfect and sinless in
every possible aspect, in heaven or on earth, He cannot be “God”, or even ‘godly’.
He could not then ask Jesus, to go down and live sinlessly, if He could not do it,
nor can He demand a ‘perfect’ sacrifice for sin be paid, because Jesus and God
are fundamentally one according to John 1:1-5. If there is no perfection in God
and Jesus, there is no Christianity, intrinsically thinking!! This becomes a very
pivotal point.
I BELIEVE --- LOGIC POINT “C”: Therefore, knowing that God does not change,
intrinsically, from one age to another, I deeply believe that He does not ‘evolve’ in
His thinking from one law code to another. Everything has an interwoven ‘oneness’
and solidarity about it in “God”. If He does not change and is perfect, then this is His
‘constant state’ Jesus and God mirror one another in this way. Hebrews 13:8
Malachi 3:6
Revelation 1:8
James 1:17 {Consequently, there can not be any
dispensational thinking in the church, for all dispensational thinking requires that God
made a mistake and when that mistake is thus confirmed in the actions of mankind,
God did not have to go back to the drawing board and start all over with a new plan.
Ephesians 1 puts Dispensationalism to bed by declaring that there has been only one
plan from the moment of first creation. ……ouch and ouch again. Ooohhh, There
just goes 80 years of bible school in the Churches of Christ ‘kids’ division, possibly}

I BELIEVE --- LOGIC POINT “D”: Therefore, if God allows something that is
fundamentally wrong in one dispensation, one that is to be totally defining for all
following dispensations, then God is at war within His own intrinsic self, isn’t He?.
How can God ‘war’ within Himself? Does not God have to be true to His one
unique and intrinsically solid nature, as He declares about Himself? Is not thisthe
heart of intrinsicality?

I BELIEVE --- LOGIC POINT “E”: Therefore we can readily ask, ‘Can God make
a ruling that fundamentally limits man‘s response to God in worship, now, one that
He ordained earlier in the teaching period of world history as being within the
boundaries of acceptability?’ The problem is with the word ‘can’. “Can” God go
against Himself, if He has never ‘evolved’ in His thinking? If God can “evolve” in
His thinking, can He then come up with yet another and better ‘plan’ by which to
save mankind? If He could come up with such a plan, why didn’t He do so in the
first century, before Jesus had to die on the cross? What does this sort of
thinking do to our understanding of ‘God’ Himself, let alone to our ‘faith’ in His
immutability?
[Question: Didn’t God go against Himself in the case of His changing of
His mind in the situation of Sodom and Gomorrah? Answer: No, for God
has always desired to be merciful and He has wanted us to be merciful of
those who are not yet mature enough to see as clearly as they will over
time, with loving exposure to God developing them.]
I hope that the fundamental consequences of the scriptural argument of
intrinsicality is beginning to come a bit more clear. I also hope that from an overall review of all scripture, the basis for our worship of God through singing has a
better thought out foundation from which to begin.
What do you really believe?
someone else’s teachings?

Did you study it out or did you just adopt it from

POINT FIVE: “ACCAPELLA MUSIC YOU SAY?”
Let us now needs to begin to consider the specific case for accapella singing.
As we begin, we must note that this section is really only the beginning of an
understanding of the full consequences of the whole argument of intrinsicality. It
is built on the logical progression of all of the texts of scripture combined to give
us a accurate picture of God. It will in the simple matter of its course, focus all of
the revealed and interlocking” fundamentals of God” into one common view that
proceeds from that intrinsicality argument, because it comes from one common
source, the one God who is all, and over all, who never changes, and defines
all.. His revealed will, and His supreme sovereignty over the whole extent of
human-time, is thus there for all to contemplate. It shows all of those elements
that are either ordained by God, or allowed by God, at some point in history, -all
of the points that come together to define and explain “God”. This is so, so that
we see but one universal God and Him only. If I come to see ‘God’ as the one
and only supreme Lord, accepting Him totally in that role, then I will automatically
begin to diminish my own will, allowing ‘my will’ to integrate into ‘His will’. This
begins the invigoration of the Church in the midst of these days of doldrums and
doubts that have so crippled the church worldwide.
Thus from the singular point of view of intrinsicality, the singing, shouting and
playing of a musical instrument in a worship service, is either, now in our age or
in the earlier ages, fundamentally acceptable before God at some point because
the immutability of God has inspired and approved these points over the longer
course of human history. So, if the music that God approved was ever

acceptable before God, in some extent, they are not then now fundamentally
“evil”, per se. This we can say, enequocally. Therefore we must support the
idea that because God, in Himself, and in His intrinsic nature, does not change,
any previously accepted elements are not fundamentally evil. The intrinsicality ov
evil being found in the usage of musical instruments is not in keeping with the
intrinsical reality of God,
–But this does not make the case for, --nor does it make the case against--, the
usage of mechanical instruments being used in our worship services. O this we
must be very clear. We have only removed the idea of an intrinsical evil in the
usage of the mechanical instrument. What does this mean for us today? It
means that we cannot conclude from the God given pattern of Mosaical law, a
point for application in the new Christological law. All we have done is to begin
to define the fundamental nature of both accapella singing and instrumental
augmentation before God, in its own intrinsic surroundings. The point then that
we need to further examine is this: --“Has the usage of mechanical instrument
been specifically ordained for this current law code or has it been specifically
rejected for use in the Christological time? Has, simple, accapella, spiritual
singing been specifically authorized and ordained, or has it not?”
While more on what is specifically required today will follow in next section, we
may still be left with some other questions, such as, “Can we do anything else,
other than ‘sing’?”
So what is then, without any doubts, ‘authorized in regard to singing’ for our
worship services today? Well, first we turn to Colossians 3:16. Here we can
quickly see that “singing to one another, is authorised”. We can even say that
“singing”, as an act of general worship, is authorized in this simple, one, new
covenant setting. We do not need any others. But God has amplified this point
by helping Paul, through inspiration, to say the same very thing over in
Ephesians 5:19. Singing, by itself, without any reference to the instrument’s
exclusion or inclusion, is, pointedly, authorized here as well. We can conclude
that at least singing is then duly authorized in two new covenantal settings. If it
was important enough to be said twice, in this clear a manner, to two
congregations that were closely associated there in the Lycos valley, the
importance of the idea is definitely intensified. Amazingly today, no religious
group refutes the idea of simple accapella singing, in a general sense, in any
denomination. It is clear and it is not opposed. “Singing”, -- has always been
reported, practised, and accepted as being one of those things that intrinsically
pleases God.
Look at these scriptures from both testaments to further see the place of ‘singing’
in God’s heart and soul … [Also note the acceptance of the mechanical-side]
Psalm 33:2 "Give thanks to the Lord with the lyre; sing praises to Him with a harp
of ten strings."
[A mechanical instrument is acceptable here, if inspiration is
true, as is simple singing.]
Psalm 71:22, "I will also praise Thee with a harp,

even Thy truth, O my God; to Thee I will sing praises with the lyre, O Thou Holy
One of Israel." [A mechanical instrument is acceptable here, if inspiration is true,
as is simple singing.]
Psalm 81:1-3, "Sing for joy to God our strength; shout
joyfully to the God of Jacob. 2Raise a song, strike the timbrel, the sweet
sounding lyre with the harp. 3Blow the trumpet at the new moon, at the full moon,
on our feast day." [A mechanical instrument is acceptable here, if inspiration is
true, as is simple singing.] Psalm 92:1-4, "It is good to give thanks to the Lord,
and to sing praises to Thy name, O Most High; 2To declare Thy lovingkindness in
the morning, and Thy faithfulness by night, 3With the ten-stringed lute, and with
the harp; with resounding music upon the lyre. 4For Thou, O Lord, hast made me
glad by what Thou hast done, I will sing for joy at the works of Thy hands." [A
mechanical instrument is acceptable here, if inspiration is true, as is simple
singing.] Psalm 98:5-6, "Sing praises to the Lord with the lyre; with the lyre and
the sound of melody. 6With trumpets and the sound of the horn. Shout joyfully
before the King, the Lord." [A mechanical instrument is acceptable here, if
inspiration is true, as is simple singing.]
Let the reader take special note: These verses tell us, because they are all
inspired scriptures, that God did not, ever, have a fundamental revulsion to
singing, nor did He ever have one in regard to instruments being used in His
praise, not even to shouting for joy.
[So, as a matter of a pertinent aside for some of us, -what is all this current
concern about clapping at church? ---Most of the concern is nothing more than a
power play to create an identity that differentiates one group of conservatives
from another group of conservatives, and or, to underpin the foundations of the
non-biblical religion of ‘crafted conservativism’, with its classic appeal to doing
only that which is expressly ordained. Yet, clapping is mentioned in one passage
in Acts and it was never condemned. What is going on here? Do we have a
discordance in the resonance of our logic?
Maybe we need to do some better bible teaching, training and reading and thus
cut out this jockeying for influence. “Whatchathink”?
We may, we just may,
need to get rid of the extra-authoritative position of conservativism, and even of
neo-conservativism, and the non-logical restrictions of restorationalism (the
worship of the restoration movement) and to simply get back to the mission of the
church, the reaching out to save people and to walk with people in their hours of
trials, and give up trying to save the church through ever stricter, legalistic antics.
This is the road back to resonance in logic.

So, let us then get back on track: In the New Testament we see, in Romans
15:9 – the statement being recorded, "sing to Your name", and in 1 Corinthians
14:15 "I will sing with the spirit, and I will also sing with the understanding".
When you stop to really think about it, it is most revealing to note that there is a
specificity here that is not found in any of the Old Testament passages. We also
can see in Hebrews 2:12 - "I will sing praise to You", just as we also see in
James 5:13 - "Let him sing psalms", and in Matthew 26:30 “…they sang a
hymn…” This is found to be so memorable of the first Christian era that it is also
found in Mark 14:26 “…they sang a hymn…”, in Acts 16:25 “…they sang a
hymn…” In the book of the Revelation of John it says that “…the angels sang a
hymn of praise and it was so wonderful that profession harpists would have been
envious for it sounded better than they achieved them when they played their
instruments. ((Ancell Revised Version)) Such was the joy of heaven, and such is
the joy of heaven”
NOTE: These last six scriptures show us the depth in the common idea of the
first century church’s appreciation of the twin ideas of ‘praise’ and ‘singing’.
They needed, in some quarters in particular, to make sure they did not draw the
wrong crowd or any unwanted and unwelcomed attention. That is true. -And so
my own memory of the preachers words from my youth do retain some validity,
but they just do not make the case, whatever way you look at it.- Most
instruments do have “sound and emotion carrying credentials”, and there is no
arguing with that fact. But the credentials for mere instrumentality just do not
end up supporting the more reflective nature of first century worship, nor of their
need for basic security. Worship in the first century was not an exercise in
entertainment or an exercise in mere emotion. It was educational in advocacy,
and a immediate demonstration of the recognized thoughts of the singer that
were not open to multi-level, suggestive interpretation, according to Ephesians
5:19 as one would see in a more Pentecostal styled entertainment session held
at a church gathering. New Testament worship was as far from modern worship
as entertainment is from real worship……there goes another “ouch”.
What are we actually saying? The first century worship service was not the
boisterous acts of the mystery religions, or the great ceremonial events of the
Emperor worship, and it was not mere entertainment for the masses. They were
simple and dignified moments of personal-public expression of devotion to God.
And the Church, well the Church followed the pattern given to them, even if in
small part only. They did not see the statements about worship practices so
much as “commandments to be obeyed”, but more as natural expressions of
their heart as it was opened to God and the church at any moment, during the
week and on Sunday. The singing, well it was the reminder of the moment, the
expression of commendations for great heart actions that touched the
worshipper. [In this it was much more like jazz than opera.] Consult the writings
of Justin Martyr, listed latter, and then go back and reread all of Paul’s
discourses to Colossae and Ephesus, in one individual sitting and check it out: -

let the context do the talking and do not get into ultra-fine tuned “verse-by-verse”
proof-texting of long established ideologies.
By, the way, verse by verse bible study is one of the very worst forms of
bible study at best. …..Yeah, I know, ”ouch”, again, --and another sacred
cow gets attacked. Conservativism is getting a bad name and a bit of a
bashing here... Is that what this is all about? No, it is not. This is not an
exercise in conservativism bashing, but it is a request that we understand
what we believe in the most clear and defensible manner possible, and that
may require that we check out our sermons and stances of the last 250
years. If the church is to go on, then we must rebuild our ‘warrior class’
and its mentality in a loving and viable way. We cannot just along on our
laurels and accomplishments of 1955 any longer.
So, let us again attempt to get this book rolling forward in a loving manner. The
conclusion, so far, is that God does intrinsically approve of all kinds of music, and
in particular that music which comes from the individual’s heart. (cf. the impact of
Hosea 6:6 on the church today is just as significant as on the day when
God spoke those words to Hosea.) We can honestly say then, that
instrumental music is not intrinsically wrong. We can also say that just the act of
singing, if it is truly singing, is a good and proper, recognized, “heart exercise of
all true worship”, and this is definitely approved by God in every age. God did
inspire Paul to uphold ‘singing, and thus this is within His intrinsicality.
Simple singing is in line with His intrinsical nature, without question. Each
individual Christian who sings in accapella style would then be following in a full
true worship service, one that is on the ‘positive sided type of reflection on ‘God’
through our simple singing, expressing our joy in our salvation, and our offering
of encouragement to others through the operative nature of our heart to share in
that joy, today. [The question of whether the playing of an instrument can be
equally heart-sided is still to be considered, but it is now the reality of simple
singing which is now truly set and should be encouraged. Surely no one can
disagree with that point. However, like some who cannot even sing the first
verses of the most popular hymns today without a song book, there are some
who are in a state of ‘want’ for their drums, guitars, organs and praise teams, all
of which are far more oriented towards ‘entertainment’ than they are ‘worship’: --they just make the audience feel good. [-Where is the focal point here? -Is it on
‘me’ or on ‘Him’? -Who is now ‘god’? -When was the latest elevation? I think I
missed it.]
For now, our first goal is to make sure that we engage with God on a level that
meets Him on His own intrinsic nature, His own level, without exception, pursuing
only those elements which will complement His nature and His revealed will. We
must be disciplined by His intrinsic relationship and the corresponding values of

the true Christian heart in our worship acts. This must be our fundamental first
goal and standard, that which fully harmonizes with God’s own intrinsic values, totally. We know simple singing does this and all else is nebulous at best, and
oriented towards entertainment essentially
This type of loyal heart-sidedness, thinking service, is oriented ministry, rather
than just the legal observation of a command, taken totally out of context to justify
something that no biblical writer felt inspired to approach, is, I fear, absent in any
entertainment canted form of liturgical music. What is really sad in all of this is
that real service oriented singing also may very well be lost in our brotherhood
with our current trend towards a more legalistic elevation of european music
theory and the subsequent elevation of ‘pure acapellism’ as the primary
command we are to follow. Thus, we can have intrinsic harmony of logic, voice,
and heart driven by our love of God done in simple song. Now we must
remember that we can have that real, true, spiritual harmony only with the usage
of that which is in harmony with God’s fundamental intrinsicality. His divinely
given will exists to help us to better relate to His intrinsicality, and it goes a very
long way in helping us to develop that necessary and highly disciplined, heart.
However, there is a caveat that we need to remember in this discussion. It is
this, --entertainment focused accapella music, by itself, is not necessarily any
more righteous than orchestral music if the point of the whole thing is nothing
more than mere performance orientation. Now, ‘true heart singing’ is good, and
no one argues with that. But a focus on “perfect singing” can smack more of a
“me centeredness - what I have accomplished”, more of an devotion to
technique, with “God coming in a very distant sounding, second fiddle”. (Please
pardon the pun, --but it is a good one and it should really ‘vibrate’ with all
of us.)
What I find very alarming is that I have yet to be to a singing workshop where the
program included anything on the developing of the spiritual side of singing. It
has nearly all been on the reading of keys, getting the right pitch so we are in
perfect ‘vocal’ harmony with one another as we sing, and the learning of the parts
to new songs we would like to sing because they sound good to our own ears.
These are all good things, but are not the all to end all, “all’s”. What sounds best
to God’s ear? How does this differ from entertainment ‘practices?’ …..oh
yeah…”ouch!” I know. I know. Are you ever going to stop meddling and
get back to preach the long established ideals of the real restoration
movement?

We face a real problem in all accapella music styled worship services and that is
the basic difficult of the very enterprise of ‘singing’ and our long instilled position
of giving to God our very best. The idea of giving the best we can is a good idea,
as long as it is rational and realistic.
Accapella music, which I believe is what we should be doing in all worship,
should be more than just the absence of a musical instrument. It can be that the
voice itself now becomes the “new instrument”, and thus we miss the whole point
of accapella music in ‘worship’ by focusing on the notes and not the service we
need to be rendering.
In a case where accapella overshines spirituality and the giving of our heart over
to the song original mission, we still come away with nothing but an
entertainment focused reality, one that is being pursued through our allowing of
the musicality of accapella styled singing to rule our thoughts and hearts in the
worship moment, and not thoughts on God and the encouraging of the
congregation. In such a situation, most often found in the more conservative
minded congregations, where we sing primarily because it is just one of the “big
five acts of worship”, the heart is left to follow its own devices and its own leads.
It now becomes the second fiddle. God is then belittled. Jesus is then belittled.
The Holy Spirit is then ignored and the bible is greatly miss used by well meaning
people. And our worship in such a case, well our worship is then demoted to just
a bunch of ‘ticket punching actions so we are “right for the coming week. [Pretty
soon people begin to figure some of this out and leave because we are following
the law and violating Hosea 6:6.
So what should we now be saying? Well, we can begin by recognizing that real
and valuable, serving song services are first and foremost ‘actual God focused
singing’’. This is, then, a focus on the real perfection of the ministry to others
found in the heart-song process, and not just a focusing on the music and the
perfect reading of the music and words, learning when and where to breath, and
when and where to spit.
I am afraid that ‘God focused singing is greatly devalued, actually in the minds of
many of the members of the church, without their even thinking about it.
Whenever “form” takes precedence over “heart”, -it is wrong. I am equally afraid
that the churches have simply not been taught how to develop this heart-side of
their personal worship expression. [This can possible be attributed to the fear that
the conservative church has of real emotion being expressed in worship. –Or it
can be because we do not how to teach people to listen to their hearts, as one

popular youth chorus-song suggests that God do for us, but for which we do not
know how to do, personally. (“…Listen to our hearts, hear our voices sing…”)
In all entertainment styled, quasi hyper-ness and all those quasi spiritual,
legalistic musical interpretation’s, with musical correctness becoming the new
legal standard to which we all must now comply, we can make our intonation with
one another more important that the heart’s intonation with God, and thus we
face the ire of God, just as the people in Hosea’ time did, even though they, like
us in so many cases, are “legalistically correct”, but “heart-wrong” –What is the
point? ‘If we are to be in ‘harmony’ with God and the rest of ‘the church’, then
‘my’ own heart, tuned by my “ya’re” of God, (‘Ya’re’ means “to fear” God in
Hebrew) is to be the primary instrument we consider and use, since by the
development of my “ya’re” of God I learn and duplicate the pleasing resonating
wave length that is defined by being intune with God’s full intrinsicality.) Maybe
we need to do new singing schools that do not use printed music and music
theory to underpin everything…. After all, how many of us are really opera
qualified, be it the Met, or the ‘Grand Ole Opry’? Yeeeee Haaaaa
So then, even “accapella music” is not free from concern in the larger music
discussion, if all singing is, is just a mechanically constituted, instrument-free,
opera, with every one more worried about being in tune with the other singers,
with proper breathing and correct phrasings, let alone with the acknowledging of
the arrangements of the original authors and their preferred beat and
interpretation. ‘Yes’, and ‘yes’, ouchedly so, -even the might of the ‘accapella’
argument can be fraught with concerns and be as far as possible from “true
worship”, and it can even be totally out of “harmony” (ya’re) with God and His
intrinsic nature, because it is more accapella that worshipful, Besides ‘acapella
can be very cold and perfunctory if we never work on the heart of the one doing
the singing.
So, even if our worship is done as a ‘proper musical activity’, devoid of any
mechanical instrument, and using only the individual’s own voice, care must still
be taken to ensure the general health of the church. It all depends on the
individual’s heart, and this heart factor from my own soul’s connection with God,
is the intrinsic connection that builds true worship and recognizes God’s
intrinsicality, totally. The usage, or non-usage, of the instrument is really a
“ruckus in an abandoned hen house.”, all fuss and fumbles, if, and that is the key
word, “If” the proper heart-beat is not found in the bigger formula.
The greatest success in any worship experience is when “I” am able to focus my
whole heart on God, -when all of the notions of chaos surrounds me and when

the cacophonies of life try to drown ‘me’ out, - as Paul and Silas experienced in
the Philippian jail. Then, and only then, when I am freed from the world for just a
moment and the pressures of the opposition are silenced by my hearts own
voice, can I say that “I” have actually worshipped. Paul and Silas had no option to
turn to but their own voices, and their own hearts to accompany their own voices.
So, in that hell hole of a jail, they sang, and it was in harmony with God’s intrinsic
nature and turned a jail into a cathedral.
…by the way, where was that song
book????????
…….It can still change our world, if we do it from the heart and not just the
page……
1. When did shaped notes come into being?
2. When did modern “4”, or “8”, part harmony come into being?
3. What did the first century church sing when the sang, if modern music
had not yet been invented?
4. Can we sing a ‘rap’ song at church today and it be acceptable to God?

CHAPTER FOUR ---------------------------------

Can we use mechanical musical instruments in the
worship services of the church today? -part twoA third collection-essay compelled by many people, all of which can be found on the
internet, or in a good library, should you want to check it out.

This next section is a review of the way early church fathers saw the question and why
they responded as they did to the suggestion of adding musical instrument to the worship
services, -negatively in nearly every case.

This is just their words, done from the

research of several different people, for our consideration today

SUBSEQUENT HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

HISTORICAL VIEWS ON THE USAGE OF THE INSTRUMENTS IN WORSHIP--AS PER THE ARGUMENT OF INTRINSICALITY TAKEN FROM THE EARLY
CHURCH FATHER, ALONG WITH CERTAIN RESTORATION LEADERS:
[-THEY ALL SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES-]
JUSTIN MARTYR --- “And we afterwards continually remind each other of these things.
And the wealthy among us help the needy; and we always keep together; and for all things
wherewith we are supplied, we bless the Maker of all through His Son Jesus Christ, and
through the Holy Ghost. And on the day called Sunday,1913 all who live in cities or in the
country gather together to one place, and the memoirs of the apostles or the writings of the
prophets are read, as long as time permits; then, when the reader has ceased, the presiding
one verbally instructs, and exhorts to the imitation of these good things. Then we all rise
together and pray, and, as we before said, when our prayer is ended, bread and wine and
water are brought, and the president in like manner offers prayers and thanksgivings,
according to his ability,1914 and the people assent, saying Amen; and there is a distribution to
each, and a participation of that over which thanks have been given,1915 and to those who are
absent a portion is sent by the deacons. And they who are well to do, and willing, give what
each thinks fit; and what is collected is deposited with the president, who succours the
orphans and widows and those who, through sickness or any other cause, are in want, and
those who are in bonds and the strangers sojourning among us, and in a word takes care of all
who are in need. But Sunday is the day on which we all hold our common assembly, because
it is the first day on which God, having wrought a change in the darkness and matter, made
the world; and Jesus Christ our Saviour on the same day rose from the dead. For He was
crucified on the day before that of Saturn (Saturday); and on the day after that of Saturn,
which is the day of the Sun, having appeared to His apostles and disciples, He taught them
these things, which we have submitted to you also for your consideration…” This is taken
from Justin Martyr’s “First Apologia: Ante-Nicene Fathers, Text of Justin Martyr's "First
Apology", Chapter 67, is in the Public Domain.
Source: "Acts of the Martyrdom of Saint Justin and his Companions" (Text is in the Public
Domain) “How the Early Christians Worshipped: What did Christians really believe
before the council of Nicaea” Justin Martyr/ Christianity Today, MAY 26, 2006
THOMAS AQUINAS: "Our church does not use musical instruments, as harps and
psalteries, to praise God withal, that she may not seem to Judaize." (Thomas
Aquinas, Bingham's Antiquities, Vol. 3, page 137)
AUGUSTINE OF ALEXANDRIA: "…musical instruments were not used. The pipe,
tabret, and harp here associate so intimately with the sensual heathen cults, as well
as with the wild revelries and shameless performances of the degenerate theatre and
circus, it is easy to understand the prejudices against their use in the worship."
(Augustine 354 A.D., describing the singing at Alexandria under Athanasius)
JOHN CHRYSOSTOM: "David formerly sang songs, also today we sing hymns. He
had a lyre with lifeless strings; the church has a lyre with living strings. Our tongues
are the strings of the lyre with a different tone indeed but much more in accordance
with piety. Here there is no need for the cithara, or for stretched strings, or for the
plectrum, or for art, or for any instrument; but, if you like, you may yourself become a
cithara, mortifying the members of the flesh and making a full harmony of mind and

body. For when the flesh no longer lusts against the Spirit, but has submitted to its
orders and has been led at length into the best and most admirable path, then will
you create a spiritual melody." (Chrysostom, 347-407, Exposition of Psalms 41, (381398 A.D.) Source Readings in Music History, ed. O. Strunk, W. W. Norton and Co.:
New York, 1950, pg. 70.)
CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA:
"Leave the pipe to the shepherd, the flute to the
men who are in fear of gods and intent on their idol worshipping. Such musical
instruments must be excluded from our wingless feasts, for they are more suited for
beasts and for the class of men that is least capable of reason than for men. The
Spirit, to purify the divine liturgy from any such unrestrained revelry chants: 'Praise
Him with sound of trumpet," for, in fact, at the sound of the trumpet the dead will rise
again; praise Him with harp,' for the tongue is a harp of the Lord; 'and with the lute.
praise Him.' understanding the mouth as a lute moved by the Spirit as the lute is by
the plectrum; 'praise Him with timbal and choir,' that is, the Church awaiting the
resurrection of the body in the flesh which is its echo; 'praise Him with strings and
organ,' calling our bodies an organ and its sinews strings, for front them the body
derives its Coordinated movement, and when touched by the Spirit, gives forth
human sounds; 'praise Him on high-sounding cymbals,' which mean the tongue of
the mouth which with the movement of the lips, produces words. Then to all mankind
He calls out, 'Let every spirit praise the Lord,' because He rules over every spirit He
has made. In reality, man is an instrument arc for peace, but these other things, if
anyone concerns himself overmuch with them, become instruments of conflict, for
inflame the passions. The Etruscans, for example, use the trumpet for war; the
Arcadians, the horn; the Sicels, the flute; the Cretans, the lyre; the Lacedemonians,
the pipe; the Thracians, the bugle; the Egyptians, the drum; and the Arabs, the
cymbal. But as for us, we make use of one instrument alone: only the Word of peace
by whom we pay homage to God, no longer with ancient harp or trumpet or drum or
flute which those trained for war employ." (Clement of Alexandria, 190AD “The
Instructor”, Fathers of the church, p. 130)
CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA:
"Moreover, King David the harpist, whom we
mentioned just above, urged us toward the truth and away from idols. So far was he
from singing the praises of daemons that they were put to flight by him with the true
music; and when Saul was possessed, David healed him merely by playing the harp.
The Lord fashioned man a beautiful, breathing instrument, after His own imaged and
assuredly He Himself is an all-harmonious instrument of God, melodious and holy,
the wisdom that is above this world, the heavenly Word." … "He who sprang from
David and yet was before him, the Word of God, scorned those lifeless instruments of
lyre and cithara. By the power of the Holy Spirit He arranged in harmonious order this
great world, yes, and the little world of man too, body and soul together; and on this
many-voiced instruments of the universe He makes music to God, and sings to the
human instrument. "For thou art my harp and my pipe and my temple" (Clement of
Alexandria, 185AD, Readings p. 62)
ERASMUS
"We have brought into our churches certain operatic and theatrical
music; such a confused, disorderly chattering of some words as I hardly think was
ever in any of the Grecian or Roman theatres. The church rings with the noise of
trumpets, pipes, and dulcimers; and human voices strive to bear their part with them.
Men run to church as to a theatre, to have their ears tickled. And for this end organ

makers are hired with great salaries, and a company of boys, who waste all their time
learning these whining tones." (Erasmus, Commentary on I Cor. 14:19)
EUSEBIUS
"Of old at the time those of the circumcision were worshipping with
symbols and types it was not inappropriate to send up hymns to God with the
psalterion and cithara and to do this on Sabbath days... We render our hymn with a
living psalterion and a living cithara with spiritual songs. The unison voices of
Christians would be more acceptable to God than any musical instrument.
Accordingly in all the churches of God, united in soul and attitude, with one mind and
in agreement of faith and piety we send up a unison melody in the words of the
Psalms." (Commentary on Psalms 91:2-3)

VARIOUS OTHER SCHOLARS:
ALZOG
"St. Ambrose and St. Gregory rendered great service to church music by the
introduction of what are known as the Ambrosian and Gregorian chants.... Ecclesiastical
chant, departing in some instances from the simple majesty of its original character, became
more artistic, and, on this account, less heavenly and more profane; and the Fathers of the
Church were not slow to censure this corruption of the old and honoured church song.
Finally, the organ, which seemed an earthly echo of the angelic choirs in heaven, added its
full, rich, and inspiring notes to the beautiful simplicity of the Gregorian chant" (Alzog,
Catholic Scholar, Church Historian of the University of Freiburg and champion of
instrumental music in worship, was faithful to his scholarship when he wrote, Universal
Church History, Vol. 1, pp. 696, 697).
ANGLICAN:
“…the only protestant church to use instrumental music before 1750 AD:
When the Reformation came to England; the Anglican Church came within one vote (58-59)
of abolishing instrumental music in 1562. Thus the Church of England was at one time on the
verge of excluding instrumental music from the worship, the practice being retained by a
single vote. Having come directly from the Roman Catholic Church who had long used
instrumental music, it is easy to see why the Anglican Church continued the practice: "XI.
THE ENGLISH CONVOCATION, an ecclesiastical body in the Church of England composed
of bishops and clergy with Upper and lower houses, is an important witness in the case: “In
the beginning of the year 1562," says Hetherington, "a meeting of the Convocation was held,
in which the subject of further reformation was vigorously discussed on both sides. [Here is
one alteration that was proposed] That the use of organs be laid aside. When the vote came
to be taken, on these propositions, forty-three voted for them and thirty-five against; but when
the proxies were counted, the balance was turned, the final state of the vote being fifty-eight
for and fifty-nine against. Thus, it was determined by a single vote, and that the proxy of an
absent person who did not hear the reasoning that the Prayer-Book should remain
unimproved, that there should be no further reformation, that there should be no relief
granted to those whose consciences felt aggrieved by the admixture of human inventions in
the worship of God." Hetherington's Hist. Westmin. Assem. of Divines, p.30.
***** BARCLAY "If God is spirit, then a man's gifts to God, in music should be gifts of the
spirit. Animal sacrifices and all man made things become inadequate. The only gifts that befit
the nature of God are the gifts of the spirit - love, loyalty, obedience, devotion" (W. Barclay,
The Gospel of John, Vol. 1, p. 161).
BARNES "Psallo … is used, in the New Testament, only in Rom. 15:9 and 1 Cor. 14:15,
where it is translated sing; in James 5:13, where it is rendered sing psalms, and in the place

before us. The idea here is that of singing in the heart, or praising God from the heart" (Albert
Barnes, a Presbyterian, Notes on The Testament, comment on Eph. 5:19).
BENEDICT "In my earliest intercourse among this people, congregational singing generally
prevailed among them. . . . The Introduction of The Organ Among The Baptist. --------This
instrument, which from time immemorial has been associated with cathedral pomp and
prelatical power, and has always been the peculiar favourite of great national churches, at
length found its way into Baptist sanctuaries, and the first one ever employed by the
denomination in this country, and probably in any other, might have been standing in the
singing gallery of the Old Baptist meeting house in Pawtucket, about forty years ago, where I
then officiated as pastor (1840) ... Staunch old Baptists in former times would as soon
tolerated the Pope of Rome in their pulpits as an organ in their galleries, and yet the
instrument has gradually found its way among them.... How far this modern organ fever will
extend among our people, and whether it will on the whole work a RE- formation or DEformation in their singing service, time will more fully develop." (Benedict, Baptist historian,
Fifty Years Among Baptist, page 204-207)
BEZA "If the apostle justly prohibits the use of unknown tongues in the church, much less
would he have tolerated those artificial musical performances which are addressed to the ear
alone, and which seldom strike the note of understanding even of the performers
themselves." (Theodore Beza, scholar of Geneva, Girardeau's Instrumental Music, p. 166)
BINGHAM "Music in churches is as ancient as the apostles, but instrumental music not so .
. . The use of the instrumental, indeed, is much more ancient, but not in church service. . . In
the Western parts, the instrument, as not so much as known till the eighth century; for the
first organ that was ever seen in France was one sent as a present to King Pepin by
Constantinus Copronymus, the Greek emperor. . . . But, now, it was only, used in prince’s
courts, and not yet brought into churches; nor was it ever received into the Greek churches,
there being no mention of an organ in all their liturgies ancient or modern." (Joseph Bingham,
Works, London Edition. Vol. 11, p. 482-484)
BINGHAM "Music in churches is as ancient as the apostles, but instrumental music not so."
(Joseph Bingham, Church of England, Works, vol. 3, page 137)
BURNEY "After the most diligent inquire concerning the time when instrumental music had
admission into the ecclesiastical service, there is reason to conclude, that, before the reign of
Constantine,; is the converts to the Christian religion were subject to frequent persecution
and disturbance in their devotion, the rise of instruments could hardly have been allowed:
and by all that can be collected from the writings of the primitive Christians, they seem never
to have been admitted." (Charles Burney, A general history of Music, 1957, p. 426)
CALVIN "Musical instruments in celebrating the praises of God would be no more suitable
than the burning of incense, the lighting of lamps, and the restoration of the other shadows of
the law. The Papists therefore, have foolishly borrowed this, as well as many other things,
from the Jews. Men who are fond of outward pomp may delight in that noise; but the
simplicity which God recommends to us by the apostles is far more pleasing to him. Paul
allows us to bless God in the public assembly of the saints, only in a known tongue (I Cor.
14:16) what shall we then say of chanting, which fills the ears with nothing but an empty
sound?" (John Calvin, Commentary on Psalms 33)
CATHOLIC "Although Josephus tells of the wonderful effects produced in the Temple by
the use of instruments, the first Christians were of too spiritual a fibre to substitute lifeless
instruments for or to use them to accompany the human voice. Clement of Alexandria
severely condemns the use of instruments even at Christian banquets. St. Chrysostom

sharply contrasts the customs of the Christians when they had full freedom with those of the
Jews of the Old Testament." (Catholic Encyclopaedia, Vol. 10, pg. 648-652.)
CATHOLIC "For almost a thousand years Gregorian chant, without any instrumental or
harmonic addition was the only music used in connection with the liturgy. The organ, in its
primitive and rude form, was the first, and for a long time the sole, instrument used to
accompany the chant…. The church has never encouraged and at most only tolerated the
use of instruments. She enjoins in the 'Caeremonials Episcoporum', - that permission for their
use should first be obtained from the ordinary. She holds up as her ideal the unaccompanied
chant, and polyphonic, a-capella style. The Sistine Chapel has not even an organ."" (Catholic
Encyclopaedia, Vol. 10, pg. 657-688.)
CATHOLIC "We need not shrink from admitting that candles, like incense and lustral water,
were commonly employed in pagan worship and the rites paid to the dead. But the Church,
from a very early period, took them into her service, just as she adopted many other things
indifferent in themselves, which seemed proper to enhance the splendor of religious
ceremony. We must not forget that most of these adjuncts to worship, like music, lights,
perfumes, ablutions, floral decorations, canopies, fans, screens, bells, vestments, etc. were
not identified with any idolatrous cult in particular but they were common to almost all cults."
(Catholic Encyclopaedia, Vol. III, pg. 246.)
CHAMBERS
"The organ is said to have been first introduced into church music by Pop
Vitalian in 666. In 757, a great organ was sent as a present to Pepin by the Byzantine
Emperor, Constantine, and placed in the church St. Corneille as Compiegne." (Chambers
Encyclopaedia, Vole 7, p. 112)
CLARKE "But were it even evident, which it is not, either from this or any other place in the
sacred writings, that instruments of music were prescribed by divine authority under the law,
could this be adduced with any semblance of reason, that they ought to be used in Christian
worship? No; the whole spirit, soul, and genius of the Christian religion are against this; and
those who know the Church of God best, and what constitutes its genuine spiritual state,
know that these things have been introduced as a substitute for the life and power of religion;
and that where they prevail most, there is least of the power of Christianity. Away with such
portentous baubles from the worship of that infinite Spirit who requires His followers to
worship Him in spirit and truth, for to no such worship are these instruments friendly." (Adam
Clarke (Methodist), Clarke's Commentary, Methodist, Vol. II, pp. 690-691.)
CLARKE "I am an old man, and I here declare that I never knew them to be productive of
any good in the worship of God, and have reason to believe that they are productive of much
evil. Music as a science I esteem and admire, but instrumental music in the house of God I
abominate and abhor. This is the abuse of music, and I here register my protest against all
such corruption of the worship of the author of Christianity. The late and venerable and most
eminent divine, the Rev. John Wesley, who was a lover of music, and an elegant poet, when
asked his opinion of instruments of music being introduced into the chapels of the
Methodists, said in his terse and powerful manner, 'I have no objections to instruments of
music in our chapels, provided they are neither heard nor seen.' I say the same." (Adam
Clark, Methodist)
COLEMAN "The tendency of this (instrumental music) was to secularize the music of the
church, and to encourage singing by a choir. Such musical accompaniments were gradually
introduced; but they can hardly be assigned to a period earlier than the fifth and sixth
centuries. Organs were unknown in church until the eighth or ninth centuries. Previous to
this, they had their place in the theater, rather than in the church. they were never regarded

with favor in the Eastern church, and were vehemently opposed in many places in the West."
(Lyman Coleman, a Presbyterian, Primitive Church, p. 376-377)
CONYBEARE "Throughout the whole passage there is a contrast implied between the
Heathen and the Christian practice… When you meet, let your enjoyment consist not in
fullness of wine, but fullness of the spirit; let your songs be, not the drinking songs of heathen
feasts, but psalms and hymns; and their accompaniment, not the music of the lyre, but the
melody of the heart; while you sing them to the praise, not of Bacchus or Venus, but of the
Lord Jesus Christ" (Conybeare and Howson, Life and Times of the Apostle Paul, comment
on Eph. 5:19).
DICKINSON "While the Greek and Roman songs were metrical, the Christian psalms were
anitphons, prayers, responses, etc., were unmetrical; and while the pagan melodies were
always sung to an instrumental accompaniment, the church chant was exclusively vocal"
(Edward Dickinson, History of Music, p. 54)
DICKINSON "In view of the controversies over the use of instrumental music in worship,
which have been so violent in the British and American Protestant churches, it is an
interesting question whether instruments were employed by the primitive Christians. We
know that instruments performed an important function in the Hebrew temple service and in
the ceremonies of the Greeks. At this point, however, a break was made with all previous
practice, and although the lyre and flute were sometimes employed by the Greek converts,
as a general rule the use of instruments in worship was condemned." … "Many of the
fathers, speaking of religious songs, made no mention of instruments; others, like Clement of
Alexandria and St. Chrysostom, refer to them only to denounce them. Clement says, "Only
one instrument do we use, viz. the cord of peace wherewith we honor God, no longer the old
psaltery, trumpet, drum, and flute." Chrysostom exclaims: "David formerly sang in psalms,
also we sing today with him; he had a lyre with lifeless strings, the church has a lyre with
living strings. Our tongues are the strings of the lyre, with a different tone, indeed, but with a
more accordant piety." St. Ambrose expresses his scorn for those who would play the lyre
and psaltery instead of singing hymns and psalms; and St. Augustine adjures believers not to
turn their hearts to theatrical instruments. The religious guides of the early Christian felt that
there would be an incongruity, and even profanity, in the use of the sensuous nerve-exciting
effects of instrumental sound in their mystical, spiritual worship. Their high religious and
moral enthusiasm needed no aid from external strings; the pure vocal utterance as the more
proper expression of their faith." (Edward Dickinson, Music in the History of the Western
Church, p. 54, 55)
FESSENDEN
"This species. which is the most natural, is to be considered to have existed
before any other... Instrumental music is also of very ancient date, its invention being
ascribed to Tubal, the sixth descendant from Cain. The instrumental music was not practiced
by the primitive Christians, but was an aid to devotion of later times, is evident from church
history. (Fessenden's Encyclopaedia of Art and Music, p. 852)
FINNEY "The early Christians refused to have anything to do with the instrumental music
which they might have inherited from the ancient world." (Theodore Finney, A History of
Music, 1947, p. 43)
FISHER "Church music, which at the outset consisted mainly of the singing of psalms,
flourished especially in Syria and at Alexandria. The music was very simple in its character.
There was some sort of alternate singing in the worship of Christians, as is described by
Pliny. The introduction of antiphonal singing at Antioch is ascribed by tradition to Ignatius ...
The primitive church music was choral and congregational." (George Park Fisher, Yale
Professor, History of the Christian Church, p. 65, 121)

FULLER "The history of the church during the first three centuries affords many instances
of primitive Christians engaging in singing, but no mention, (that I recollect) is made of
instruments. (If my memory does not deceive me) it originated in the dark ages of popery,
when almost every other superstition was introduced. At present, it is most used and where
the least regard is paid to primitive simplicity." (Andrew Fuller, Baptist, Complete works of
Andre Fuller, Vol 3, P. 520, 1843)
GARRISON "There is no command in the New Testament, Greek or English, commanding
the use of the instrument. Such a command would be entirely out of harmony with the New
Testament." (J.H. Garrison, Christian Church)
GIRADEAU "The church, although lapsing more and more into deflection from the truth and
into a corrupting of apostolic practice, had not instrumental music for 1200 years (that is, it
was not in general use before this time); The Calvinistic Reform Church ejected it from its
service as an element of popery, even the church of England having come very nigh its
extrusion from her worship. It is heresy in the sphere of worship." (John Giradeau,
Presbyterian professor in Columbia Theological Seminary, Instrumental Music, p. 179)
HASTING “… If instrumental music was not part of early Christian worship, when did it
become acceptable? Several reference works will help us see the progression of this
practice among churches: "Pope Vitalian introduced an organ in the church in the seventh
century to aid the singing but it was opposed and was removed." (James Hasting,
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics.)
HUMPHREYS "One of the features which distinguishes the Christian religion from almost
all others is its quietness; it aims to repress the outward signs of inward feeling. Savage
instinct, and the religion of Greece also, had employed the rhythmic dance and all kinds of
gesticulatory notions to express the inner feelings . . . The early Christian’s discouraged all
outward signs of excitement, and from the very beginning, in the music they used,
reproduced the spirit of their religion-an inward quietude. All the music employed in their
early services was vocal." (Frank Landon Humphreys, Evolution of Church Music, p. 42)
KILLEN
"It is not, therefore, strange that instrumental music was not, heard in their
congregational services..... In the early church the whole congregation joined in the singing,
but instrumental music did not accompany the praise" (W. D. Killen, The Ancient Church, pp.
193, 423).
KNOX "a kist (chest) of whistles." (John Knox, Presbyterian, in reference to the organ)
KURTZ "At first the church music was simple, artless, and recitative. But rivalry of heretics
forced the Orthodox Church to pay greater attention to the requirements of art. Chrysostom
had to declaim against the secularization of church music. More lasting was the opposition to
the introduction of instrumental music." (John Kurtz, Lutheran Scholar, Church History, Vol 1,
p. 376)
LANG "All our sources deal amply with vocal music of the church, but they are chary with
mention of any other manifestations of musical art . . . The development of Western music
was decisively influenced by the exclusion of musical instruments from the early Christian
Church." (Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization, p. 53-54)
LEICHTENTRITT "The Biblical precept to "sing" the psalms, not merely recite, them, was
obeyed literally, as is testified by many statements in the writings of the saints. Pope Leo I,
who lived about 450, expressly related that "the Psalms of David are piously sung
everywhere in the Church." Only singing however, and no playing of instruments, was

permitted in the early Christian Church. In this respect the Jewish tradition was not
continued. In the earlier Jewish temple service many instruments mentioned in-the Bible had
been used. But instrumental music had been thoroughly discredited in the meantime by the
lascivious Greek and Roman virtuoso music of the later ages, and it appeared unfit for the
divine service. The aulos was held in especial abhorrence, whereas some indulgence was
granted to the lyre and cithara, permitted by some saints at least for private worship, though
not in church services. It is interesting to note that the later Jewish temple service has
conformed to the early Christian practice and, contrary to Biblical tradition, has banned all
instruments. Orthodox Jewish synagogues now object even to the use of the organ. (Hugo
Leichtentritt, Music, History and Ideas, Howard University Press: Cambridge, 1958, p 34)
LONDON (London Encyclopaedia says the organ is said to have been first introduced into
church music in about 658AD.)
LORENZ "Yet there was little temptation to undue elaboration of hymnody or music. The
very spirituality of the new faith made ritual or liturgy superfluous and music almost
unnecessary. Singing (there was no instrumental accompaniment) was little more than a
means of expressing in a practicable, social way, the common faith and experience. . . . The
music was purely vocal. There was no instrumental accompaniment of any kind. . . . It fell
under the ban of the Christian church, as did all other instruments, because of its pagan
association" (E. S. Lorenz, Church Music, pp. 217, 250, 404)
LUTHER "The organ in the worship is the insignia of Baal… The Roman Catholic borrowed
it from the Jews." (Martin Luther, Mcclintock & Strong's Encyclopaedia Volume VI, page 762)
MCCLINTOCK
"The general introduction of instrumental music can certainly not be
assigned to a date earlier than the 5th and 6th centuries; yea, even Gregory the Great, who
towards the end of the 6th century added greatly to the existing church music, absolutely
prohibited the use of instruments. Several centuries later the introduction of the organ in
sacred service gave the place to instruments as accompaniments for Christian song, and
from that time to this they have been freely used with few exceptions. The first organ is
believed to have been used in the Church service in the 13th century. Organs were however,
in use before this in the theater. They were never regarded with favor in the Eastern Church,
and were vehemently opposed in some of the Western churches." (McClintock and Strong,
Cyclopaedia of Biblical Literature, Vol 6, p. 759)
MCCLINTOCK Sir John Hawkins, following the Romanish writers in his erudite work on the
history of music, made Pope Vitalian, in A.D. 660, the first who introduced organs into the
churches. But students of ecclesiastical archaeology are generally agreed that instrumental
music was not used in churches till a much later date; for Thomas Aquinas [Catholic Scholar
in 1250 A.D.] has these remarkable words, 'Our church does not use musical instruments, as
harps and psalteries, to praise God withal, that she may seem not to Judaize.'" (McClintock
and Strong, Encyclopaedia of Biblical Literature, Vol. 6, Harper and Brothers, New York,
1894, pg. 762.)
MCCLINTOCK "The Greek word 'psallo' is applied among the Greeks of modern times
exclusively to sacred music, which in the Eastern Church has never been any other than
vocal, instrumental music being unknown in that church, as it was in the primitive church."
(McClintock & Strong, Vol. 8, p. 739).
NAUMAN
"There can be no doubt that originally the music of the divine service was
everywhere entirely of a vocal nature." (Emil Nauman, The History of Music. Vol. I, p. 177)

NEITHENINGTON (Exclusion of instrumental music from the church of England passed by
only one vote in 1562, according to Neithenington's: History Of The Westminster Assembly
Of Divines, p. 20)
NEWMAN "In 1699 the Baptists received an invitation from Thomas Clayton, rector of
Christ Church, to unite with the Church of England. They replied in a dignified manner,
declining to do so unless he could prove, "that the Church of Christ under the New
Testament may consist or . . . a mixed multitude and their seed, even all the members of a
nation, . . . whether they are godly or ungodly," that "lords, archbishops, etc., . . . are of divine
institution and appointment," and that their vestments, liturgical services, use of mechanical
instruments, infant baptism, sprinkling, "signing with the cross in baptism," etc., are
warranted by Scripture." … "It may be interesting to note that this church (First Baptist
Church of Newport, organized in 1644 cf. p. 88) was one of the first to introduce instrumental
music. The instrument was a bass viol and caused considerable commotion. This occurred
early in the nineteenth century.(Albert Henry Newman, A History of the Baptist Churches in
the United States, American Baptist Publication Society 1915, p. 207, 255)
NICETA "It is time to turn to the New Testament to confirm what is said in the Old, and,
particularly, to point out that the office of psalmody is not to be considered abolished merely
because many other observances of the Old Law have fallen into disuse. Only the corporal
institutions have been rejected, like circumcision, the Sabbath, sacrifices, discrimination of
foods. So, too, the trumpets, harps, cymbals, and timbrels. For the sound of these we now
have a better substitute in the music from the mouths of men. The daily ablutions, the newmoon observances, the careful inspection of leprosy are completely past and gone, along
with whatever else was necessary only for a time - as it were, for children." (Niceta, a bishop
of Remesian or Yugoslavia)
PAHLEN "These chants - and the word chant (and not music) is used advisedly, for many
centuries were to pass before instruments accompanied the sung melodies." (Kurt Pahlen,
Music of the World, p. 27)
PAPADOPOULOS "The execution of Byzantine church music by instruments, or even the
accompaniment of sacred chanting by instruments, was ruled out by the Eastern Fathers as
being incompatible with the pure, solemn, spiritual character of the religion of Christ. The
Fathers of the church, in accordance with the example of psalmodizing of our Saviour and
the holy Apostles, established that only vocal music be used in the churches and severely
forbade instrumental music as being secular and hedonic, and in general as evoking
pleasure without spiritual value" (G. I. Papadopoulos, A Historical Survey of Byzantine
Ecclesiastical Music (in Greek), Athens, 1904, pp. 10, II).
POSEY
"For years the Baptists fought the introduction of instrumental music into the
churches...Installation of the organ brought serious difficulties in many churches" (Wm. B.
Posey, Baptist, The Baptist Church In The Lower Mississippi Valley).
PRESBYTERIAN "Question 6. Is there any authority for instrumental music in the worship
of God under the present dispensation? Answer. Not the least, only the singing of psalms
and hymns and spiritual songs was appointed by the apostles; not a syllable is said in the
New Testament in favour of instrumental music nor was it ever introduced into the Church
until after the eighth century, after the Catholics had corrupted the simplicity of the gospel by
their carnal inventions. It was not allowed in the Synagogues, the parish churches of the
Jews, but was confined to the Temple service and was abolished with the rites of that
dispensation." (Questions on the Confession of Faith and Form of Government of The
Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, published by the Presbyterian Board of
Publications, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1842, pg. 55.)

PRATT "The, First Christian Songs. - Singing in public and private worship was a matter of
course for the early Christians. For Jewish converts this was a continuance of synagogue
customs, but since the Church grew mostly among non-Jews, the technical forms employed
were more Greek than Hebrew. The use of instruments was long resisted, because of their
association with pagan sensuality." (Waldo Selden Pratt, The History of Music, 1935, p. 64)
RIDDLE "In the first ages of the Christian church the psalms of David were always chanted
or sung. In the Apostolic Constitutions (Book II, P. 57), we find it laid down a rule that one of
those officiating ministers should chant or sing psalms or David, and that the people should
join by repeating the ends of the verses. The instruments of music were introduced into the
Christians church in the ninth century. There were unknown alike to the early church and to
all ancients. The large wind organ was known, however, long before it was introduced into
the churches of the west. The first organ used in worship was one which was received by
Charlemagne in France as a present from the Emperor Constantine.' (J.E. Riddle, Christian
Antiquities, p. 384)
RITTER "We have no real knowledge of the exact character of the music which formed a
part of the religious devotion of the first Christian congregations. It was, however purely
vocal." (Frederic Louis Ritter, History of Music from the Christian Era to the Present Time, p.
28)
ROBERTSON "The word (psalleto) originally meant to play on a stringed instrument (Sir.
9:4), but it comes to be used also for singing with the voice and heart (Eph. 5:19; 1 Cor.
14:15), making melody with the heart also to the Lord" (A. T. Robertson, Baptist Greek
scholar, Baptist Studies in the Nestle James, comment on James 5:13)
SHAFF "The first organ certainly known to exist and be used in a church was put in the
cathedral at Aix-la-chapel by the German emperor, Charlemagne, who came to the throne in
768AD. It met with great opposition among the Romanists, especially among the monks, and
that it made its way but slowly into common use. So great was the opposition even as late as
the 16th century that it would have been abolished by the council of Trent but for the influence
of the Emperor Ferdinand…. In the Greek church the organ never came into use... The
Reform church discarded it; and though the church of Basel very early introduced it, it was in
other places admitted only sparingly and after long hesitation." (Shaff-Herzog
Encyclopaedia, Vol 2, p. 1702)
SHAFF "It is questionable whether, as used in the New Testament, 'psallo' means more
than to sing . . . The absence of instrumental music from the church for some centuries after
the apostles and the sentiment regarding it which pervades the writing, the fathers are
unaccountable, if in the apostolic church such music was used" (Shaff-Herzog, Vol. 3, p.
961).
SHAFF "In the Greek church the organ never came into use. But after the 8th century it
became more and more common in the Latin church; not without opposition from the side of
the monks." (Schaff-Herzogg Encyclopaedia, Vol 10, p. 657-658)
SHAFF (new)
"The custom of organ accompaniment did not become general among
Protestants until the eighteenth century." (The New Shaff-Herzogg Encyclopaedia, 1953,
Vol 10, p. 257)
SPURGEON "Praise the Lord with the harp. Israel was at school, and used childish things
to help her to learn; but in these days when Jesus gives us spiritual food, one can make
melody without strings and pipes. We do not need them. They would hinder rather than help
our praise. Sing unto him. This is the sweetest and best music. No instrument like the human

voice." (Commentary on Psalms 42:4) "David appears to have had a peculiarly tender
remembrance of the singing of the pilgrims, and assuredly it is the most delightful part of
worship and that which comes nearest to the adoration of heaven. What a degradation to
supplant the intelligent song of the whole congregation by the theatrical prettiness of a
quartet, bellows, and pipes! We might as well pray by machinery as praise by it." (Spurgeon
preached to 20,000 people every Sunday for 20 years in the Metropolitan Baptist Tabernacle
and never were mechanical instruments of music used in his services. When asked why, he
quoted 1st Corinthians 14:15. "I will pray with the spirit and I will pray with the understanding
also; I will sing with the spirit, and I will sing with the understanding also." He then declared:
"I would as soon pray to God with machinery as to sing to God with machinery."
(Charles H. Spurgeon, Baptist)
SPURGEON "David appears to have had a peculiarly tender remembrance of the singing of
the pilgrims, and assuredly it is the most delightful part of worship and that which comes
nearest to the adoration of heaven. What a degradation to supplant the intelligent song of the
whole congregation by the theatrical prettiness of a quartet, bellows, and pipes. We might as
well pray by machinery as praise by it... …'Praise the Lord with harp.' Israel was at school,
and used childish things to help her to learn; but in these days when Jesus gives us spiritual
food, one can make melody without strings and pipes... We do not need them. That would
hinder rather than help our praise. Sing unto him. This is the sweetest and best music. No
instrument is like the human voice." (Charles Spurgeon (Baptist), Commentary on Psalm 42.)
TAPPER "Both sexes joined in singing, but instruments of every kind were prohibited for a
long time" (Thomas Tapper, Essentials of Music History, p. 34)
THEODORET "107. Question: If songs were invented by unbelievers to seduce men, but
were allowed to those under the law on account of their childish state, why do those who
have received the perfect teaching of grace in their churches still use songs, just like the
children under the law? Answer: It is not simple singing that belongs to the childish state, but
singing with lifeless instruments, with dancing, and with clappers. Hence the use of such
instruments and the others that belong to the childish state is excluded from the singing in
the churches, and simple singing is left." (Theodoret, a bishop of Cyrhus in Syria, Questions
and Answers for the Orthodox)
WELIESZ "So far as we can tell the music of the early Church was almost entirely vocal,
Christian usage following in this particular the practice of the Synagogue, in part for the same
reasons." (New Oxford History of Music, Vol 1, Egon Weliesz, 1957, p. 30)
WESLEY “'I have no objection to instruments of music in our worship, provided they are
neither seen nor heard." (John Wesley, founder of Methodism, quoted in Adam Clarke's
Commentary, Vol. 4, p. 685)
SIR RICHARD TERRY, director of Music at Westminister: "The history of Scottish music is
full of paradoxes. Most of us are old enough to have caught echoes of the furious opposition
to instrumental music in the Kirk ("kirk" is Scot. for "church"). This was supposed to be a
protest against 'Popish practices' and it is only in modern times that Scottish church music
has ceased to be exclusively vocal" (quoted by Percy A. Scholes, The Puritans and Music in
England and New England, Oxford at the Clarendon Press: 1934; reprinted 1969, page 220).
JAMES MCKINNON “More important than explicit opposition to instruments is the simple

.

fact that they are not used in the patristic period [A.D. 100-450]
(James W. McKinnon
[Catholic] wrote this in his dissertation “The Church Fathers and Musical Instruments”)

RESTORATION LEADERS:
CAMPBELL "[Instrumental music in worship] was well adapted to churches founded on the
Jewish pattern of things and practicing infant sprinkling. That all persons singing who have
no spiritual discernment, taste or relish for spiritual meditation, consolations and sympathies
of renewed hearts should call for such an aid is but natural. So to those who have no real
devotion and spirituality in them, and whose animal nature flags under the opposition or the
oppression of church service I think that instrumental music would... be an essential
prerequisite to fire up their souls to even animal devotion. But I presume that to all spirituallyminded Christians, such aid would be as a cow bell in a concert." (Alexander Campbell,
recorded in Robert Richardson's biography, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, Vol. 2., p366)
FRANKLIN "If anyone had told us, 40 years ago, that we would live to see the day where
those professing to be Christians who claim the Holy Scriptures as their only rule of faith and
practice, those under the command, and who profess to appreciate the meaning of the
command to 'observe whatsoever I have commanded you' would bring instruments of music
into a worshipping assembly and use it there in worship, we should have repelled the idea as
an idle dream. But this only shows how little we knew of what men would do; or how little we
saw of the power of the adversary to subvert the purest principles, to deceive the hearts of
the simple, to undermine the very foundation of all piety, and turn the very worship of God
itself into an attraction for the people of the world and entertainment, or amusement."
(Benjamin Franklin, Gospel Preacher, Vol 2, p. 411, 419-429)
FRANKLIN "Instrumental music is permissible for a church under the following conditions:
1. When a church never had or has lost the Spirit of Christ. 2. If a church has a preacher who
never had or has lost the Spirit of Christ, who has become a dry, prosing and lifeless
preacher. 3. If a church only intends being a fashionable society, a mere place of
amusements and secular entertainment and abandoning the idea of religion and worship. 4.
If a church has within it a large number of dishonest and corrupt men. 5. If a church has
given up all idea of trying to convert the world." (Ben Franklin, editor of American Christian
Review, 1860.)
LIPSCOMB "Neither he [Paul] nor any other apostle, nor the Lord Jesus, nor any of the
disciples for five hundred years, used instruments. This too, in the face of the fact that the
Jews had used instruments in the days of their prosperity and that the Greeks and heathen
nations all used them in their worship. They were dropped out with such emphasis that they
were not taken up till the middle of the Dark Ages, and came in as part of the order of the
Roman Catholic Church. It seems there cannot be doubt but that the use of instrumental
music in connection with the worship of God, whether used as a part of the worship or as an
attraction accompaniment, is unauthorized by God and violates the oft-repeated prohibition
to add nothing to, take nothing from, the commandments of the Lord. It destroys the
difference between the clean and the unclean, the holy and unholy, counts the blood of the
Son of God unclean, and tramples underfoot the authority of the Son of God. They have not
been authorized by God or sanctified with the blood of his Son." (David Lipscomb, Queries
and Answers by David Lipscomb p. 226-227, and Gospel Advocate, 1899, p. 376-377)
MCGARVEY "And if any man who is a preacher believes that the apostle teaches the use
of instrumental music in the church by enjoining the singing of psalms, he is one of those
smatters in Greek who can believe anything that he wishes to believe. When the wish is
father to the thought, correct exegesis is like water on a duck's back" (J. W. McGarvey,
Biblical Criticism, p. 116).

MCGARVEY "We cannot, therefore, by any possibility, know that a certain element of
worship is acceptable to God in the Christian dispensation, when the Scriptures which speak
of that dispensation are silent in reference to it. To introduce any such element is unscriptural
and presumptuous. It is will worship, if any such thing as will worship can exist. On this
ground we condemn the burning of incense, the lighting of candles, the wearing of priestly
robes, and the reading of printed prayers. On the same ground we condemn instrumental
music." (J.W. McGarvey, The Millennial Harbinger, 1864, pp. 511-513.)
MCGARVEY
"It is manifest that we cannot adopt the practice without abandoning the
obvious and only ground On Which a restoration of Primitive Christianity can be
accomplished, or on which the plea for it can be maintained. Such is my profound conviction,
and consequently, the question with me is not one concerning the choice or rejection of an
expedient, but the maintenance or abandonment of a fundamental and necessary principle."
(J. W. McGarvey, Apostolic Timer 1881, and What Shall We Do About the Organ? p. 4, 10)
MILLIGAN "The tendency of instrumental music is, t in , to divert the minds of many from
the sentiment of the song to the mere sound of the organ, and in this way it often serves to
promote formalism in Churches" (Robert Milligan, Scheme of Redemption, p. 386).
PINKERTON "So far as known to me, or I presume to you, I am the only 'preacher' in
Kentucky of our brotherhood who has publicly advocated the propriety of employing
instrumental music in some churches, and that the church of God in Midway is the only
church that has yet made a decided effort to introduce it" (L. L. Pinkerton, American Christian
Review, 1860, as quoted by Cecil Willis in W. W. Otey: Contender for the Faith).
STONE "We have just received an extraordinary account of about 30,000 Methodists in
England, withdrawing from that church and connexion, because the Conference disapproved
of the introduction of instrumental music to the churches. The full account shall appear in our
next. To us, backwoods Americans, this conduct of those seceders appears be the extreme
of folly, and it argues that they have a greater taste for music, than they have for religion.
Editor." (Barton Stone, Christian Messenger, vol. 3, No. 2, Dec. 1828, p. 48 in bound volume)
WEST "Apostasy in music among 19th century churches that had endeavoured to restore
New Testament authority in worship and work began, in the main, following the Civil War' In
1868, Ben Franklin guessed that there were ten thousand congregations an not over fifty had
used an instrument in worship." (Earl West, Search for the Ancient Order, Vol. 2, pp. 80, 81)

THE ARGUMENTS FOR ACAPELLA MUSIC IN
WORSHIP
Taken from 1. Whole Biblical Text / Specific New
Testament Texts / Whole of New Testament Texts / Whole
Of Historical Texts That Mention The Topic

1st INTRINSICALITY

2nd DIRECTED COMMAND

3rd INTERIOR EXAMPLE

4th EXTERIOR EXAMPLE

50%
10%

10%

30%

1st The primary argument must always be based on what we know, and or have
observed in “God” and His spirit. It will define all other parameters.
2nd We must look second to both what the text directly commands and to the level of
real submission to which I am willing to go.
3rd We must look to how the earliest adherents understood and practiced their
worship in these matters
4th We must look to how the following generations understood the whole worshippractice scenario
5th We must final check to see if there are any other real options that are open to us
today.
CLEARLY DIRECTED COMMANDS / EXAMPLES ON SINGING IN WORSHIP,
………………

Colossians 3:16
Ephesians 5: 19
Romans 15:9
1 Corinthians 14:15
Hebrews 2:10-12
James 5:13
Matthew 26:30
Mark 14:26

These passages speak adequately for
themselves. “Singing” is something
the bible approves of, in the simplest
form, accapella structured so as to
give the greatest opportunity for
spirituality to seed and blossom in
each participating person.
The subsequent history, seen through
the writings of the church fathers,
shows us that the accapella style of
sing prevailed in the first years of the
church even down to the 1500’s ad.
Example says a great deal.

Acts 16:25
Hebrews 13:15
Zephaniah 3:17 ESV
Psalm 71:8
Psalm 59:16
Psalm 47:1-9
Acts 18:9
In Deueronomyt. 12:32 God says, "Whatever I command you, be careful to
observe it; you shall not add to it nor take away from it". Paul says in Phil.
3:17, "Brethren, join in following my example, and note those who so walk, as
you have us for a pattern". Paul in many places talks of a pattern (Gr. tupos)
or form (Gr. tupon), that each church is to follow. When churches were setup
throughout the Roman world, they all followed this pattern or form. You could
go into a Christian church in Ephesus, or Jerusalem, or Rome, and they would
all follow the same pattern. And none of these churches used instrumental
music. Is the reason that North America has over 1500 Christian
denominations the result of us tossing these patterns aside for our own
desires? In John 17:23 Jesus, praying to the Father for those who would
believe in Him because of the witness of the Apostles, said: "May they be
brought to complete unity to let the world know that you sent me and have
loved them even as you have loved me". There is supposed to be one church,
one body, not 1500 denominations doing their own thing. How can there ever
be unity unless we follow the pattern that was given to us by the Apostles
themselves? (Taken from a blog by Super Dave, 2009 August on “Christian
Chat”)

VOICES IN OBJECTION TO ACCAPELLA MUSIC:
We would not be doing our study any good if we did not also look at the voices that
speak in objection to the idea of “accapella” music. This is a problem because there
are no voices that speak in favour of accompanied music with the Church Fathers
really. It is either a voice of opposition, or it is the innuendo that they did face this
question and chose to not use mechanical instruments.
The voices that do
advocate the acceptability do so on the basis of developmental thinking, using
modern entertainment based ideas to further their case. The role of spirituality takes
a very distant place in their thinking. One such example is that which is listed
below.
The few congregations of the Church of Christ that have adopted it here in Australia,
have followed the lead of congregations from the USA.

In these cases, The Old Testament usage of instruments is used to justify the
addition of musical instruments to the human voice, via an open view of intrinsicality,
coupled to a diminished view of the change of covenants that occurred at the cross.
[This is how intrinsicality can be used incorrectly – when it is driven by my will and
not by God’s will.]
It is almost as if the modern “will” wants the instruments in these types of
instrumentally augmented congregations, and all of their thinking is then directed to
achieving a more sensory based authority-based system that pleases the masses
and sets everything up on a more entertainment based level. “The will of the people
is now supreme and God has been demoted from universal Lord, Sovereign, Judge,
to just the giver of cheap and rule-less “grace”. This should not be.
Song services that “sound” good have an important part to play in the developing
and maintaining of spiritual joy. That is very true. –But,. “just good sound” is a man
cantered type of thinking and not a “God” cantered desire to please Him. The
problem here is the “why” behind it all. So, prudence would demand that we must
reflect on the real ‘why’ behind the personal choice of musical instrument
accompaniment or accapella based reflections that we make.
(cf. John 4:24 and
II John: 9-11)
MONTEREY CHURCH OF CHRIST ELDERSHIP: ‘…Numerous Scriptures, like
those in 2 Chronicles 7 and 29, Psalms 33, 92 and 150, affirmed instrumental worship,
the leaders decided. …

…Furthermore, New Testament Scriptures traditionally used

to support a cappella worship did not speak specifically to the context of gathered
worship. And if even if they did, the Greek word translated as “music” or “melody” did
not refer exclusively to a cappella worship”. ( May 30, 2012 - Lubbock Avalanche-

Journal, Editorial, May 30, 2012.)
[Thus with this general type of thinking they now have an accapella service and
an accompanied service, with everyone getting to choose which one “they like
best” to attend. The choice is now totally personal and there is no set standard
to go by. It is all realative and post modern. This is the common way that this
type of thinking goes, from “God directed to self directed”

In my personal opinion, and experience, when one generation begins to see the
preceding generation in a negative light, such as not really caring about the
essentials of the textual message that they are reading, it is no wonder that they go
off seeking ‘spirituality’, Christ-focused preaching, and an elevation above that which
is perceived by them, as trivial. The younger ones leave because relevance has
been focused on the needs of the middle-aged group, and their preconceived ideas
about how the text should be interpreted. This erodes the foundations of past
philosophy and causes a search for a new, and more answerable, answer This
phenomenon of erosion is not relegated to just the conflict between the younger
generation and the older generation on this one issue. It goes on and presumes

that if one area of thinking has been perceived incorrectly, then many others also run
the risk of misconception as well. Too much erosion and the building collapses.
This is when sandstone foundations fall to the curse of discordant harmony and
pulverizes the sand stone rock. It is not sand as a foundation that is problematic,
but solidified sand stones which cause the whole to be venerable. Bad noise can
shatter sandstone.
My opinion leads me also conclude that another very significant problem is broached
in Dabbs blog, because at any time, if we become dictatorial as parents, the kids will
rebel. It is a phenomenon seen for centuries. We have all seen it happen and have
probably done some rebelling ourselves. So, if the leadership of the local church
becomes dictatorial, everyone is then prone to the temptation to leave because their
voice is disenfranchised, regardless of the right or wrongness of the original position.
It only takes another group to say, and show, “I am listening to you, before an
exodus has begun, of which we can stop from happening. This has happened in the
church already in the late 90’s and early 20’s and it was devastating. Until we regain
the momentum that was lost, we will continue to flounder, and the good side of
intrinsical studies will be lost to the ‘self-centered’, bad side of intrinsicality. We must
focus on restoring “God” to our study agendas, and we need to truthfully answer the
questions that are being asked, in a manner that is in keeping with those who are
asking the question.

THE CHANGING OF THE COVENANTS:
”The Prefacing Problem”
I need to preface this chapter with a short point that we will need as we go on deeper
into the topic. It is this: -another one of the ‘hallmarks’ of the church of Christ is
something that we must recognize and do some personal adjusting on, possibly, in
this journey towards better worship. It is the very large and very significant “change
of covenants” and “what this really means for the church today.” I am afraid that this
“change of covenants” is going to be as confronting to people, as the idea that
suggests that we use accapella music challenges some of us, because this topic,

too, can challenge the central point of our personal identity, the way in which we
have learned to think, and how we have developed our own intrinsicality.
Okay: -before we actually get into this topic, we must set up a most important
perspective to clarify all future statements in this chapter. First, the personal
perspective of this writer is one that comes from a long time Christian, born and
raised in the Church of Christ, haven seen many of the good points of the church,
and many of the battles. Let me assure you and clearly state that I am not on a
witch hunt, at all. However, I do I believe, in many areas of the church today, in the
minds of many members, the philosophy of conservativism is at work. I further
believe that “conservativism” has actually stolen the church from the Christ, and that
is just not on, -not on at all. There may very well be leaders in the church of this,
our day, who will be especially challenged with what is happening in the thought
patterns of the members. We will need to pray for these men, men who find
themselves on the firing line of philosophy challenges and of independently willed
church members.
We are going to be have to do some very serious talking then, as a brotherhood,
about what God has been doing throughout all of world history, throughout all oftime, as He continually works to bring His creation to a point of justification and to be
able to show the needed mercy and love that sin-filled man will find so essential, and
of which He is so keen to demonstrate. This needed discussion is needed to
correct some very bad communication problems from the past. We would be remiss
if we did not note that these communication problems were not intended to be bad
communication and that it may have even been good for that day and age, but today
is our day, and it is our age, in the church. We are responsible and we will have to
answer for what we do with the church today. We must meet all of the challenges of
our day, in a fresh and direct, loving manner.
We must be out there, seeking God, in His love, patience, and constantly working
heart, done for mankind in all of His ongoing actions, every day. By the way, these
four attributes we have just mentioned, well they too are part of God’s basic
intrinsicality. He has doggedly pursued a set of prescribed, specific goals from the
very beginning of all time, things that need to be a part of the basic human-historical
base, things that are essential to the needs of all mankind, everywhere. What is
amazing to me is that we can see them happening, every day, even now. There is
one plan, one process by which that plan will be achieved, divided into different
teaching phases, to bring us to Christ. (Ephesians 1:3-4, and especially :4)
What this means is that God has never had to change plans in mid-stream due to
un-for-seen problems coming up. Let me be very clear and say this in another way:
‘God did not put man in the Garden, hoping against all hope, that man would not eat
of that one special tree. God knew from before He said ‘Let us make man in our
image, that the choice to eat the forbidden fruit would be made by man.’
So? What does this mean to me, today, here where I am living? Well, first God was
not then presented with a dilemma on what to do next, with Him deciding to try the
patristic solution. He did not just decided to try the Patristic code, hoping that it
would work. God knew what would happen there in the garden. This is where the
start of our divergence from the biblical text actually begins, with one little word that

was used to make a point in a sermon back in the 1830’s. That one word was / is
dispensation. Today, after all of the tears from then to today, the Church has been
taught that the bible is divided into dispensations. Now, to be fair, it is sort of divided
into dispensations, but there is still one plan that God has initiated from before the
beginning, and it will culminate at the cross. It is “dispensationalistic thinking” and
that is fundamentally wrong!!! God was not presented with a dilemma in the garden
and Paul said so in Ephesians 1:4. (cf I Cor. 1: 3-10, Colossians 1:13-23)
Now that is a big statement!! So, what do we say now that the floor is beginning to
creak and snap under our feet, as it very possibly is, if we are a current Sunday
School teacher, using the current lines of curriculum, following the very common
logic of most conservative minded Christian educators? “What?, -Are you saying
that it wrong to say that there are dispensations? No. I am not. What I am saying,
here at the beginning of this chapter on the change of covenants, is that God’s plan
does have different phases to it, all of which are designed to lead us to Christ, all are
still working together, even if they are functionally superseded by the next phase.
(Galatians 3:23-29). The completion of the Mosaical phase, just like the completion
of the Patriarchial, Noahic, and Abrahamic periods before it. had a goal to achieve; a
goal for all time, and all people for all time, and when that particular goal was
achieved, then God moved on to the next phase of His plan.
This means two things: first there is one over-all plan that God is still following, and
second, there are sections of that plan that are no longer in effect. This second part
is what we will be referring to in the rest of this chapter, -the New Testament
covenant.
Now, I have heard people say, with all seriousness, that “we can be more
conservative and truly please God. That person went on to say that, “We can, and
should be, more conservative than the biblical text requires. If we were to follow this
practice of ‘advancing-conservativism’ we would be pleasing God even more than in
merely doing what the scriptures say.” Why? “Because we are then reinforcing the
barriers that God set down in the written text.”
Stop!! What are we saying in such an idea? (!!!!!!!) Alarm bells should be going off,
sirens should be sounding and ambulances should be rushing to the scene of such a
statement, for something is seriously wrong with such a statement, -with such
thinking.
“What is wrong with such thinking?”, we all may ask, and that justifiably so. The
problem is, is that one who says something as ultra-conservative as this, seeking to
advance conservativism to an ever more secure position in the minds of the
adherents, has just called God ‘prone to mistakes and errors’, when he said so. This
diminishes God, greatly: in effect, and in fact. It calls the Holy Spirit “error-prone” as
well, -partly for having communicated a diminished view of God that speaks against
God’s intrinsicality and thus demotes God, and partly for adding to the scriptures
without even realizing it.
This is the natural state of thinking to which all ultra-conservative thinking eventually
evolves, gives the philosophical nature of conservativism. It does not start with a
position of ‘subjection to God’, but it rather starts with’ the speaker sitting in
judgement on God’. How can you tell if a person is of this ilk? They first call
themselves “conservative Christians”, doing so to ostensibly distinguish themselves

from those who call themselves simply “progressive Christian”, or, just be on the safe
side, “Simply Christians”, just in case there is a problem there somehow.
All of this is wrapped up in the jockeying for positions of power by which the
advocate can now control the thinking of another, bending all others to their
particular way of thinking., and a gross misunderstanding of what constitutes a
“Christian’s defence of the faith”. These types of thinkers will end up forming a
”denominationalistic - anti-denominationalism”.
Yes, that is a mouthful, that ”denominationalistic anti-denominationalism” term that
was just used, but any time we begin to identify ourselves with a particular
philosophy, such as being “conservatives-first”, then we run into the problem that too
close an association with ultra-pure nomenclature always brings: legalism,
impossible purity, and power plays. (Even the writing of such a paper could be
construed as following this line, and we, “-I-”. may just have to pay a bit of attention
to what I am saying.
Before we leave this rather acidic point, let us be well aware that the vast number of
movements in religion today are actually conservative movements!!! There has not
been a, single, full on, classically defined, “liberal movement”, philosophically
speaking, since the 1930’s!!!! They all died out at that time in history. But we still
want to use that term, “liberal” to say, “anyone who is thinking different than ‘me’.
AAAHHHHH THE MADNESS OF IT ALL, Let us all strive to be just “Christ-owned
people”, you know, “Christians and Christians only”. That is a major goal of this
whole project.
The hard fact is, is that Paul’s statement in Colossians 2:8 applies here, in the
conservativistic church, as much as it applies to “Existentialism”, or “Neo-Thomism”,
or “Scepticism” or “Progressivism”, or “Modernism”, or even “Sun Set-ism”, or any
other “-ism”. If I resort to defining my “faith” with a descriptive word that ends in an “ism” suffix, then that “-ism,” side of my pronounced faith is what I am actually
worshipping, with all else taking a distant back seat to it. In the music side of things,
if I am following “acapellism”, then Jesus is demoted, all too often, to a second level
chair, and the absence of music becomes the first level chair with and Jesus
eventually going back ever farther, even to the end of the queue. [This is nothing
short of year ten grammar, guys!] This has happened here, in the church, and we
are still suffering from the ‘train-wreck that ‘conservativism gone mad’ has caused.
Here in Australia you will find the majority of members of the church describing
themselves as ‘conservatives’, using ‘conservative words’, to achieve ‘conservative
goals’, and to build a ‘conservative church and or, congregation’, and thus opposing
all of those “liberated bad guys” out there who do not sound like “I do” and saying
things in a vocabulary other than the vocabulary of the restoration fathers, you know,
“the way we have always heard things said, back when we were younger.
This is demand from the vocabulary of the past is “conservativism” in a nutshell and
it will eventually kill us, demanding as it does that we all speak alike. If we follow this
line of restrictive legalistic logic, we will continue to refuse to learn, to think, and to
surrender to Jesus, -yea even to grow up, and all of this less we lose the ‘Jesus of
our youth along with our heroes. Yep, this is “conservativism” in a nutshell and it will
eventually kill us, because in the final scene the only one left standing will be ‘me, the definer of my conservativism’.

The real problem, however, is much deeper than mere language and grammar, with
a few kernels of philosophy thrown in to “help define” us properly on the political
scale. The real problem is, is that of a dependence on the keeping of the rules
perfectly, asking all the right questions and answering them all as our heroes from
the 40’s, 50’s, and 60’s have done, with the same ‘right’ answers. We will kill the
new covenant, yet again, if we do this.
-Yeah-, …if we do not rise up and once
again become “Christians”, the church will continue to decline, even in the strongest
of the congregations here, as we already are seeing. The whole question of the
“change of covenants” is moot if we do not heed the philosophical problems that we
are slowly sinking into.
With this said, lets now turn to a point in scripture that Paul made to Colossae, just a
few verses after he urged them to throw off the shackles of contemporary
nomenclature and philosophy, and empty deceptions of man.
It is found in
Colossians 2:8-23.

Note: this is still a work in progress….
I request your best thought and opinions on this part of the
book so far. I too am seeking to look a new at our
traditions and the answers we have traditionally given on
many questions. I have found that I agree with most of the
answers we have used “in brevitatus” in the past, but
which the modern church is totally ignorant. We need
good answers, willing hearts, and dedicated missions to
pursue, missions that are bigger than ourselves and our
little world views. Let us get the fundamental base
harmony going again. The world certainly needs it and
our voices chording along in harmony.
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